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UNA Supreme Executive Committee meets U.S. advises Americans who held Soviet
Employees' salaries have increased
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - A review of
the status of the UNA activity over the this year by 58,278 and to date total passports to reject Soviet citizenship
past six months, reports of supreme
executive officers and a discussion of
current events in the Ukrainian commu–
nity were the principal topics of the
Supreme Executive Committee meeting
at the UNA Home Office Thursday,
July 19.
The meeting was attended by Dr.
John O. Flis, Surpeme President; Dr.
Myron Kuropas, Supreme vice Presi–
dent; Sen. Paul Yuzyk, Supreme Direc–
tor for Canada; Mary Dushnyck. Su–
preme vice President; Walter Sochan,
Supreme Secretary; Ulana Diachuk,
Supreme Treasurer; and Wasyi Ori–
chowsky. Supreme Organizer.
Also present were Dr. Bohdan Futey,
chairman of the Supreme Auditing
committee, and Anthony Dragan, edi–
tor emeritus of Svoboda.
Dr. Flis opened the meeting and the
series of reports began with the trea–
surer's report by Mrs. Diachuk.
Report of Supreme .Treasurer
After informing the Supreme Execu–
tive. Committee members about new
investments in bonds, mortgage loans
and several changes in investments,
which were approved, Mrs. Diachuk
presented the following report about
the general state of UNAfinancesand
assets. The report covered thefirstfive
months of 1979; the report for June has
not yet been completed.
Members' dues in the amount of
51.294,871 were received. Mrs. Diachuk
noted that this was the first time in six
years that she had to report that the
total amount of dues received had
decreased - the amount was S14.533
less than last year.
interest from investments in bonds
yielded 5826,180. an amount which is
578,754 more than last year, interest
from mortgage loans was 576,596 —
510,000 less because of a decrease in the
amount of the mortgage loan on the
UNA Building.
There was a decrease in funds paid
out in the form of cash surrenders and
matured endowment policies. Cash,
surrenders totaled 5110,875, that is,
517,241 less. Payments for matured
endowment policies amounted to
5371,916, a sum decreased by S14,382as
compared with the same period last
year.
Death benefits totaled 5334,033 as
compared with 5313,583 last year - an
amount higher by 520,450.
Bookshelves for the Svoboda editori–
al offices and bookstore were purchased
for 56,751
The mortgage loan for the building at
2 Clinton St. in Lower Manhattan was
sold at a loss of 55.516.90. Wfcee the
mortgage loan was first approved in
1965 the owners paid a special fee of
53,900.

5120,620.
The UNA paid out Sl,695 in awards
to top graduates of schools of Ukraini–
an subjects. Schools in Montreal,
however, have scheduled commence ment, exercises for autumn, therefore,
the amount of awards paid out will be
higher.
During the first five months of this
year the assets of the UNA grew by
5696.625 to a total of 543,811,924. Last
year's increase was only 5484,219. This
was due to convention costs totaling
5301,310.
A comparison of growth of assets
during one-year periods revealed that
from June 1, 1978, to May 31, 1979.
assets grew by 51,102,253, while during
the same period of the previous year, the
increase amounted to only 5857,268
because of the convention.

WASH1NGTON, D C . - The U.S.
State Department is advising American
citizens who held Soviet passports to
"formally renounce" their Soviet crtHj
zenship before taking a trip to the
Soviet Union.
The State Department's public state–
ment was its second in connection with
the new Soviet citizenship law which,
took effect on Jury 1. The controversial'
law considers as Soviet citizens millions
of naturalized American citizens who
were bom within the current bounda–
ries of the USSR or their Americanborn children. The new law does not
recognize any allegiance to the United
States on the part of these persons.
The State Department also informed
the Soviet government that the depart–
ment expects all U.S. citizens who enter
the Soviet Union bearing U.S. passports
to be considered as citizens of the
Dividends
United States, despite the new law.
The current State Department's
Dividends in the sum of 5526,538
were paid out in June, in keeping with a statement, dated July 1979, is signifi–
proposal of the Executive Committee, cant in that it specifically advises those
62 branches sent in lists of members' Americans who possessed Soviet passaddresses, and dividends were then ports to "formally renounce his or her
(Continued on page 6)
Soviet citizenship before contemplating

-

a trip to the USSR." This advise was not
included in previous announcements or
replies to querriet from concerned
persons
in the past, the State Department
wrote that persons "may wish to con–
sider whether they want to renounce
formally their Soviet citizenship." The
department also added that such a
renouncement "may be useful to them
but it is not necessary from our standpoint."
in its latest release, the State Depart–
ment also suggested that persons "who
are particularly anxious about the
implications of the new law for them
personally" should postpone their
travel plans to the Soviet Union until
the Soviet government replies to the
department's questions on the new law
and the initial effects of the law have
been observed. '
The State Department also assured
Americans who intend to travel to the
Soviet Union that the U.S. government
"will lend all appropriate support and
assistance to U.S. citizens who have
difficulties with the Soviets over their
citizenship."

Barnesville festival to pay tribute to UNA,
Marunczak dancers to headline three-day program

The Marunczak Ukrainian Dance Ensemble.
BARNESviLLE, Pa. - The annual
Ukrainian Festival at Lakewood Park
here July 27-29 included a special
ceremony commemorating the 85th
anniversary of the Ukrainian National
Association.
On Saturday, July 28, Dr. John O.
Flis, UNA Supreme President, was to
address the festival-goers at 1:30 p.m.
Other UNA officials who were to be
present were Stefan Hawrysz, senior
field organizer, and Tymko Butrey,
chairman of the Anthracite Region
District Committee.
in the course of the program, several
UNA activists, and pioneers were to
have received commemorative plaques

and certificates from the UNA.
Plaques foroutstandingservice to the
UNA were to be awarded to the very
Rev. Hilary WroWewsky. Peter Gelety,
Joseph Sydor, Roman Penetylo and
John Petruncio. Honorary certificates
for dedicated service to the UNA were
to be awarded to Agnes Hentosh,
Katherine Harbest and Stephen Woz–
ney.
A jubilee lottery was to be held during
the program and two couples were to
win expense-free weekends at Soyuziv–
ka.
The annual festival was sponsored by
Ensemble from Montreal, Que.. headlined the program at the 130-acre park.

Also appearing were the St. Mary
Ukrainian
Dance Ensemble of
McAdoo, Pa., and the St. Michael's
Ukrainian Dance Ensemble of Frack–
ville. Pa.
Four bands - the "Soniashnyk"
Orchestra from East Brunswick, N.J.,
Nick Hubb's Ukrainian Dance Band,
the "Chervona Kalyna" band and the
Melody Night Band - provided music
for dancing during the festival.
During the three-day festival the
Ukrainian Cultural Hall was open. The
hall was the site of Ukrainian folk art
exhibits and Ukrainian seminars, as
well as workshops in decorating py–
sanky. folk dancing and embroidery.
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Yins details leftest1 oppression itf Ukraine
' The following is the text of the
testimony of Peiro Yins before the
Congressional Commission on Security
and Cooperation in Europe on July 19.
Allow me to thank you for your
attention to human lights in my homc–
land, Ukraine, and tor inviting me to
testify before you on this subject.
Of the many important and painful
issues under disucssion today, 1 would
like to emphasize twp: the situation of
the Ukrainian Helsinki group, of which
1 am a member, and the problem of
emigration from Ukraine.
As you know, on August 1, 1975, 35
countries^ among them the Soviet
Union, signed the Final Act of the
Helsinki Accords. І can assure the
members of this
"' commission that
' the
human rights provisions of these ac–
cords have never -jhot even for one day
— been observed in Ukraine.
The central authorities subject
Ukraine to more pressure than any
other Soviet republic. This is apparent
in that Ukrainians make up — in the
past as at present - a disproportion–
ately large percentage of the political
prisoners in Soviet camps and prisons.
Thus, it is hardly accidental that seven
of the 10 founding members of the
Ukrainian Helsinki group are former
political prisoners who have already
served lengths (lOto 12-year)sentences.
Two women in. the group
Nina
Slrokata and Oksuna Meshko
are
also former political prisoners. Only
three ol Che founding members
Mykola Rudenko, Mykola Matusevych
and Myroslnv Mwwvych
had not
previously been iTTintrcamps. Now. as
you know, each of the three have been
sentenced io seven"ywarS'of'camp and
five years of exile 1 joined the group
three months aft'-r its creation, and a
year later. І loo became a political
prisoner. Later lour new people joined
the group
three ol them were former
political prisoners. As a result, the
Ukrainian Helsinki group can quite
rightly be called a group of former
political prisoners a fact that reflects
the overall situation щ Ukraine.
Persecution i)t the Helsinki groups
began with searches at the homes of
Ukrainian group members, i'he group
uas formed on November 9, and al–

ready on December 25, six of the 10
founders were subjected to searches;
From that tune on searches and interro–
gations have become a fact of life for
group members, their'supporters and
even their personal friends, in the not
quite three years of the group's exis–
tence, its members arid those around
them have gone through almost 100
searches. Lately, these' have often as not
been conducted even without the sanc–
tion of the procuracy (as in the casesof
volodymyr Malenkovych, Olena Le–
lyukh and others),
On February S, 1977, My kola Ru–
denko (the group's leader) and Oleksa
Tykhy: were arrested. Shortly thereafter, Marynovych, Matusevych, Luki
anenkp and 1 were also arrested. All of
rcccived the maximum sentences
possible under the charges brought
against us.

. The fates of Tykhy and Lukianenko
are particularly tragic: Tykhy has
already spent 10 years in the camps;
Lukianenko - 15. Now, they have both
received 10 years in special regimen
camp and five years' exile. The most
recent arrest of a group member — Oles
Berdnyk. the science fiction writer —
took place on March 6 of this year.
During Stalin's time, Berdnyk had been
sentenced to 25 years, seven of which he
served before being rehabilitated after
Stalin's death. The authorities are
currently building their case against
Berdnyk and only active support from
the West can influence the outcome.
Without support, he faces the maxi–
mum sentence possible. Group mem–
bers who have not been arrested are in a
difficult; one could say tragic, situation.
They are all threatened with arrest.
Representatives of the KG В have offici–
ally warned them to cease their human
rights activity or they will be arrested.
Nevertheless, the group continues its
work. During its existence, it has
published 1-8 memoranda and four
information bulletin concerning vlo–
latioris of the Helsinki Accords in
Ukraine. The last of these documents to
reach, the West is dated March of this
year.: Besides these documents, the
group has repeatedly issued appeals to
Soviet and world public opinion on
specific violations o! individual citizens'
rights.

Derwinski urges proper funding of BFE7RL
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

-

Rep.

Ed

Derwinski (Rep.-ill.), offered an
amendment to the State Department
appropriation bill, during debate in the
House of Representatives on July 12, to
restore S? million to the currency
devaluation fund for Radio Free Eu–
rope and Radio Liberty.
"Seventy-six percent of RFE and
RL's expenses are in West German
marks, and this funding is needed to
compensate for the value of the mark
against the U.S. dollar," Rep. Derwin–
ski told the House. "Since 1971, when
Radio Free Europe and Radio Liberty
became openly financed by the. Con–
gress, financial support to both has
declined steadily.. Congressional ap–
propriations have never compensated
fully for the devaluation of the-dollar
and rising costs. The S5 million request
for currency devaluation funding has
been cut by S3 million in committee,,
and 1 urge its restoration."
During the floor debate, the chairman of the Appropriations Subcorn–
mittee gave Rep. Derwinski a commit–
ment that it would provide needed
funding tp meet currency fluctuations in
the supplemental appropriations .bill,

purpose. Rep. Derwinski withdrew his
amendment at that point.
Rep. Derwinski argued that RFE's
broadcasts to Eastern Europe in six
languages and RL's programs to the
nationalities of the Soviet Union in 15
languages represent 80 percent of the
total output of Western broadcast to
this part of the world. He said that the
Soviet Union has recently expanded its
broadcasts in 62 foreign languages to
the Middle East. Africa, South and East
Asia, and Latin America.
"While the Soviets have stepped up
their propaganda use of air waves, the
United States has been slowly weaken–
ing its efforts," Rep. Derwinski pointed
out. "it is the strong consensus of Soviet
dissidents that crippling Radio Liberty
and Radio Free Europe would deal a
serious blow to the whole movement for
defense, of human rights within the
Soviet orbit."
"Radio Free Europe and Radio
Liberty are important weapons in the
war of truth against Soviet propaganda,
and as such, are truly U.S. defense
assets. We must not cut back on the
message of freedom. We cannot afford
to lose the broadcasting battle to the

The continuation of the group's work
in the face of never-ending persecution
is possible only thanks to the support of
.members of the Ukrainian national
movement and of religious groups —
Baptists, Adyentists, Pentecostals,
Orthodox Christians, Uniate Catholics
and Jehovah's Witnesses. Not all of
them decide to support the group
openly, but in their hearts they all reject
official Soviet ideology and oppose it
morally.
The support of this; broad spectrum
of people makes it possible for the
group and its work (the collection and
dissemination of information about
human rights violations in Ukraine) to
continue. These sympathizers provide
the group with a continuous,stream of
active supporters - those who
""' collect
"
the information for group documents.
We call these supporters "correspond–
ing members.'' Unfortunately, 1 cannot
divulge all their names, for this could
place them injeopardy. Therefore, 1 will
name only those who have been arrested
or who are already known to the
authorities.
. Catholic Yasyl Barladianu, a teacher
at Odessa University, was arrested in
1977 for distributing the group's docu–
ments. He was sentenced to three years'
general regimen camp. І was with him in
camp and know that despite his poor
physical condition he is being put to
back-breaking work in a rock quarry.
Barladianu will be released in a year.
Yosyf Zisels. a physicist from Cher–
nivtsi. was sentenced to three years in
intensified regimen camp. His particu–
lar concern was for victims of psychia–
tric repression in Ukraine, and he
actively defended the rights of believers
in western Ukraine.
vasyl Ovsienko is a teacher of liter–
ature and a former political prisoner, in
1979 he was again sentenced -– to two
years' strict regimen camp. Asa result of
his affiliation with the Ukrainian Hel–
sinki group, he was arrested after a
search.
Mykhailo Melnyk was a historian
and graduate student at Kiev Univcr–
sity. in 1971 he was expelled from
graduate school for participating in the
Ukrainian national movement. As a
result of constant discrimination, he
could find work only as? a watchman.
After a March 6. 1979, search, during
which all his professional papers were
confiscated, he took his own life, in his
suicide note, Melnyk explained that he
did not want his children to have a
political prisoner for a father and to
suffer persecution as a result. They
would be better off as orphans.
Recently, two corresponding mem–
bers, Yuriy Lytvyn and volodymyr Ma–
lenkovych joined the Ukrainian Helsin–
ki group. Yuriy Lytvyn is a Ukrainian
publicist and a former political prisoner
who was first sentenced in 1955, and

again in 1974. Lytvyn was released only
in 1977.
. Candidate of science volodymyr
Malenkovych, a Kiev physician and
radiologist, was inducted into the
Soviet Army to serve as a doctor in
1968. When Malenkovych's unit was
sent to Czecho-Slovakia, he refused tjo
go. Malenkovych was arrested, but Ш
case was hushed up, and he was daS–
charged from the army following trijal
by his fellow officers.

The situation of the Ukrainian Щіsinki group is such that the mere fact of
having contact with it invites the thrckt
of repressions. Kiev journalist Yuriy
Badzio wasfiredfrom his job in 1968 for
belonging to the Ukrainian nationalist
movement, after which he found a;job
as a'stevedore. During a search of; his
apartment on February 5, 1979,' his
article on the issue of Ukrainian natioh–
alism titled "The Right to Live" was
confiscated. On April 24; 1979, Badzio
was arrested and charged with antiSoviet agitation and propaganda,
which carries a possible sentence Of
seven years in camp and five years of
internal exile.
On December 30,1978, viktor Mon–
blanov, an assistant film director,
carried a poster reading "Freedom for
Prisoners of Conscience!" onto the
main square in Kiev. For that. Monbla–
nov was sent off to four years in the
camps.
Taras Mclnychuk from the lvano–
Frankivske oblast is a gifted poet and
former political prisoner. Melnychuk
served hisfirstsentence for reading his
own poetry publicly. At present, his
case is under investigation.
The fates of the arrested members of
the Ukrainian Helsinki group - and
especially those of Mykola Rudenko
and Oleksa Tykhy - - are a cause for
grave concern. Rudenko is a war invalid
with a stveire injury to his spinal cord, in
camp he has had an operation for a
double hernia. Tykhy has recently
undergone a second operation for a
perforated stomach ulcer. When he was .
taken off to the camp hospital. Tykhy
was in very serious condition and no
one knows where he is now.
І repeat, despite the danger of con–
tacting the Helsinki group, people
frequently request its help, complaining
of violations of their civil and human
rights. І will present two such appeals as
examples.
Two Baptist women, Nadezhda Le–
bedeva and Evhcniya Fedorchak. ap–
pealed to the group. They both want to
emigrate because of religious persecu–
tion and because they cannot give their
children a religious education. Lebede–
va is the mother of four children;
Fedorchak has six. Fedorchak's hus–
band died last year under mysterious
circumstances after the family made its
(Continued on page 16)
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Starosolsky sworn in as "Nachalnyi Plastun"
Story and photos
by Roma Sochan-Hadzewycz
EAST CHATHAM, N Y . - Dr.
Yuriy v. Starosolsky was sworn in as
"Nachalnyi Plaslun" for his second
seven-year– term on Sunday. July 22. in
the presence of members of the Plast
command. Church leaders, representa–
tives of Ukrainian institutions and
community organizations. Plast mem–
bers and the general public
among
them Raisa Moms.
The ceremonies were conducted here
at the "N'ovcha Tropa" (Wolfs Trek)
camp as part of the Day of the "Plastun"
weekend festivities traditionally held at
Plast camps alter the completion of two
weeks of camping.
The re-election of Dr. Starosolsky
had been announced on June 14 by the
Supreme Plast Council, and the coun–
cil's head. Jaroslaw Hladkyj. swore in
the "Nachalnyi Plastun."
Opening ceremonies of the Day of the
"Plastun" took place Saturday. July 21.
at 11 a.m. as some 400 participants of
the camps for "novachky." "novaky,"
"yunachky" and "yunaky" and their
respective camp commands and coun–
sclors marched onto the sports field.
After prayers, the raising of the
Ukrainian. U.S, and Year of the Child
flags, and the reading of the orders of
the day. the campers paraded past the
reviewing stand. The command of the
Day of the "Plastun" included Roman
Kopach, commandant: Borys Loza.
"bunchuzhnyi"; and Marta Zielyk,
secretary.
л
in the afternoon campers of all ages
performed as delighted parents and
guests watched the program from the

hillside overlooking the sports field.
"Novachky" presented a performance
of rhythmic exercises and gymnastics,
"novaky" - rhythmic exercises, "yu–
nachky" - rhythmic exercises, singing
and acrobatics, and "yunaky" - a
marching exhibition.
That evening two bonfires were held
- one for the younger campers ("no–
vatstvo") and one for the older youths
("yunatstvo"). Because of rain the
"bonfires" were held indoor in the large,
recently constructed building which has
become known as the green building.
Sunday's program began with an
Archiepiscopal Divine Liturgy cclc–
brated by Bishop Basil Losten of the
Stamford Eparchy. The bishop was
assisted by the very Rev. Canon Boh–
dan Smyk. the Plast chaplain, and the
Rev. Taras Lonchyna. who delivered
the sermon. At the conclusion of the
Liturgy. Father Smyk and Bishop
losten expressed their best wishes to
the "Nachalnyi Plastun" and to Plast on
the occasion of his installation.
The installation ceremony began
after youths bearings the flags of Plast
organizations in Argentina. Australia.
Canada. Germany. Great Britain and
the United States and the campers had
lined up on the sports field. The clergy,
Plast leaders and honored guests
marched onto the field and assumed
their places on the reviewing stand. As
the "Plast Hymn" was sung, the Ukrai–
nian and U.S. flags were raised.
The following were then asked to step
forward and serve as witnesses to the
swearing-in of Dr. Starosolsky as
"Nachalnyi Plastun": Bishop Losten,
the very Rev. Canon Smyk, the Rev.
Lonchyna, Lubomyr Romankiw, Su–

Or. Yuri) Starosolsky is sworn in as "Nachalnyi Plastun" by .laroslaw Hladkyj.
head of (be Supreme Plast Council.
preme Plast "Bulava" head; lhor attend a luncheon in honor of Dr.
Sochan. U.S. National Plast Council Starosolsky held in the dining room of
head; Eustachia Hoydysh. U.S. Na– the white building. The very Rev.
tional Plast Command head; Roman Smyk recited the invocation, and Bi–
Selansky. representative of Plast in shop Losten blessed the food. The
Argentina; Yarema Kuchynsky, Plast in luncheon program was directed by Mrs.
Great Britain; Mr. Kopach. Plast in Hoydysh and victor Jaworsky. general
secretary of the Supreme Plast "Bu–
Canada.
Mr. Hladkyj. head of the Supreme lava."
Plast Council, administered the oath of
The following representatives of
office. The banner of the "Nachalnyi
Plastun" was then raised as the "Hymn Ukrainian institutions and organiza–
tions
were present: Slava Rubel, Ukrai–
of the Zakapartski Plastuny" was sung.
Dr. Starosolsky then addressed the nian Congress Committee of America;
audience. Bearings flags and emblems Dr. and Mrs. John O. Flis, Ukrainian
of
their
camps, the
campers National Association; Bohdan Todo–
honored the "Nachalnyi Plastun," the riw, Providence Association of Ukraini–
ideological head of Plast, by marching an Catholics; Dr. Alexander Bilyk,
United Ukrainian American Relief
past the reviewing stand.
Christine Nawrocky,
Honored guests and members of the Committee;
(Continued on page S)
Plast command were then invited to
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Moroz, vins, others testify before U.S. Helsinki commission
WASHINGTON, D.C. - vaientyn
Moroz and Petro vins. the latest wit–
nesses of human rights violations in
Ukraine, testified about repression in
Ukraine during a hearing of the U.S.
Congressional Commission on Security
and Cooperation in Europe on Thurs–
day, July 19.
Lidia vins, Petro vins's grandmo–
ther, and Aleksandr Ginzburg, a mem–
ber of the Helsinki group in Moscow,
also testified on that day.
Calling the issue of human rights the
"first successful initiative by the West in
the psychological struggle with com–
munism," Mr. Moroz, a survivor of 14
years in Soviet prisons and concentra–
tion camps, said in his prepared state–
ment that "this is the first instance in the
post-World War 11 era when the West
has seized the initiative, as is partially
manifested by the Helsinki Accords,
and therefore is in an undefeatable
position."
Mr. Moroz's testimony focused more
on an analysis of the human rights
around the world and suggestions on
how to combat the rights violations in
the USSR, than on presenting facts and
statistics of such repression, as did Mr.
vins.
Mr. Moroz felt that "to provide
further evidence of violations of human
rights in the Soviet Union would be
superfluous. He said that it would
suffice to recall several facts of repres–
sion in the Soviet Union, such as the
denial of free emigration and the ban–
ning of political parties outside the
Communist Party.

of human rights," said Mr. Moroz. "if
an individual is denied the right to
emigrate, then such a country is nothing
more than one large prison." ,
He also said "is it necessary to cite
specific denials of human rights for
specific individuals" when only the
Communist Party is allowed to operate
in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Moroz feels that the question of
human rights is "the most useful wea–
pon in the hands of the West." Mr.
Moroz said that Western countries
should realize what he feels is their
dominant position in the world and use
it to foster human rights.
"Canada and the United States, taken
together, represent the greatest pro–
ducer of wheat for the world, if they
understood how to exploit this resource, as an instrument of world
politics, they would be able to do a great
deal for the cause of freedom and
human rights in the world," said Mr.
Moroz.
Mr. Moroz explained that if the
United States would be firm in its
demands on the Soviet Union, "Mos–
cow would be forced to give serious
consideration before responding."
Mr. Moroz also criticized Presi–
dent Carter for relinquishing "all that
could possibly be relinquished" in his
talks with Soviet President Leonid
Brezhnev" in vienna.

"To struggle against violations of
human rights in the Soviet Union
requires the creation of an atmosphere
that would convince President Carter
"This Communist system in practice that unless he raises the demand for a
represents, in and of itself, a total dental - general– amnesty in places such as

vienna, he will return to Washington to
face a new 'Watergate,' " said Mr.
Moroz. "To maintain its self-respect in
its negotiations with Moscow, the West
must begin each negotiating session
with the demand: amnesty for all
political prisoners."
Mr. Moroz said that the arguments
that the Helsinki Accords cannot be
used in reference to national rights are
incorrect.
Stating that national rights is a "very
important component" of human
rights, Mr. Moroz said: "it must be
made clear that every individual right is
an inherent part of group and social
rights and vice versa."
"For every individual his national
rights are a concrete component of his
individual rights," he said. "When
people speak to me of human rights І
state: For me the first and most sacred
right is the right to be a Ukrainian."
Mr. Moroz cited that Ukrainians
comprise 50 percent of all political
prisoners in the Soviet Union and that
Ukrainians have made a major con–
tribution to the struggle for freedom, in
view of this, he chided the West for
devoting little attention to the situation
in Ukraine.
"The West unnaturally devotes rela–
tively little attention to the struggle of
Ukraine for human and national
rights," he said. "1 call on all who are
working for freedom and human rights
in the world to devote more of their
attention to the struggle being waged in
Ukraine."
Mr. vins, a member of the Ukrainian
Public Group to Promote the frrrole–

mentation of the Helsinki Accords who
arrived in the West on June 14, gave the
most recent account of the oppression
in Ukraine and the work of the Ukraini–
an Helsinki group. Mr. vins, the son of
Baptist leader Georgi vins, presented
some 30 cases of repression and ha–
rassment against members and supporters of the Ukrainian Helsinki group
and other persons.
At the outset of his prepared state–
ments, Mr. vins, 21, declared: "1 can
assure the members of this commission
that the human rights provision of these
accords have never — not even for one
day - been observed in Ukraine."
(The full text of Mr. vins's statement
appears elsewhere in this issue.)
"The central authorities subject
Ukraine to more pressure than any
other Soviet republic," said Mr. vins.
"This is apparent in that Ukrainians
make up — in the past as at present — a
disproportionately large percentage of
the political prisoners in Soviet camps
and prisons."
Mr. vins said that as a result of the
searches and arrests, most of the mem–
bers of the Ukrainian group are political
prisoners or former political prisoners,
"a fact that reflects the overall situation
in Ukraine," he said.
in detailing the work of the Ukraini–
an Helsinki group. Mr. vins spoke of
the arrests of its k t . members and the
assistance it has given to many Ukraini–
ans to seek help from it. He said that in
the nearly three years of its existence,
"its members and those around them
have gone through almost 100 sear–
ches." '
(Continued OB page 4)
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Moroz delivers four lectures at Harvard Summer School
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (USF) - For Mr. Moroz delivered his second lecture

on "Language and Nation."
The central argument of Moroz's
second lecture was that language is nota
"sine qua non" of national identity. He
mentioned a number of national groups
to illustrate his argument in particular,
he named the Jews and the lrish as
examples of nations that have clearly
maintained their identity without ad–
hcring to their own language.
A nation, said Mr. Moroz, is a
spiritual concept defined by mystical
qualities that go far beyond language or
religion. He characterized nationality as
a force field with an intangible mystical
influence over people.
A nation, he said, is not formed by
historical processes. The Roman
Empire latinized its conquered people
but only a few centuries later the kalian,
French and Spanish nations neverthe–
less emerge, he said.
Mr. Moroz drew an analogy between
the language and the visible portion of a
plant and between the nation and the
roots of the plant. Languages like the
part of the plant above the surface, is
vulnerable and can be cut down but the
roots, the national self, endures for–
ever, he explained.
A nation, said Mr. Moroz, is formed
by the sum of what he called "1 wants." a
nation exists or survives because its
members will it into existence, he said.
"We must not make language the
most important criterion for nationhood." said Mr. Moroz. "This weakens
a nation and makes it very vulnerable to
assimilators."
On Thursday Mr. Moroz spoke to a
larger audience of Ukrainian and nonUkrainian students and guests in the
context of the Harvard Summer School
Thursday lecture series, in this lecture,
which was the only one of his lectures
that had a simultaneous English trans–
lation by Oleh flnytzkyj, Mr. Moroz
spoke about "The Nationality Question
in the USSR."
Mr. Moroz compared two basic
methods of empire building, in the
Greco-English type of empire the cul–
ture of the various conquered nations is
allowed to survive and develop and is,
in fact, used to strengthen the empire as
a whole, he said.
The Roman-Muscovite form of
empire, however, is intent on assimi–
lating the conquered nations' into a
homogeneous culture identified with
that of the conquering nation, added
Mr. Moroz.
After the lecture and ensuing discus–
sion Mr. Moroz accepted an invitation
from the students in the Ukrainian
program to join them for some refresh–
ments in the dormitories, in the com–
fortable and relaxed atmosphere of a
student lounge, Mr. Moroz answered
numerous questions on a wide variety of
subjects.
The conversation centered on many
of the issues Mr. Moroz had raised in
his three previous lectures.
This level of formality was finally
eliminated when two students, Mykola
Deychakiwsky and Marko Bandera,
broght out their banduras and led the
students in a round of Ukrainian songs.
Mr. Moroz, visibly moved by this
OUN.
,J
demonstration, eagerly joined in the
On Wednesday evening Mr. Moroz singing.
had dinner with the students at the
On Friday, the last day of his visit,
Ukrainian language table in one of the Mr. Moroz spent most of the afternoon
university's student dinning halls. A in private and informal conversations
friendly, informal conversation deve– with the students and even joined some
loped between the students and Mr. of them for a swim in a neighborhood
Moroz covering a wide variety of pool. That evening he delivered the last
subjects surging froro,a. comparison of, ,pf,hM-jlfctJinih ?n "The Geo-,Politipal
Soviet and American t^JlegjbdwwRg,–,, .Bases^,JUJriajnjan independence."
facilities to a discussion of the merits of
Approaching his subject from a
Ukrainian nationalism. After dinner historical perspective. Mr. Moroz
four days, from Tuesday, July 10, to
Friday, July 13, valentyn Moroz visited
Harvard University as a special guest of
the Harvard Ukrainian Research lnsti–
tute and delivered four lectures on prearranged topics and took advantage of a
number of opportunities for informal
exchanges with some of the 65 students
who are enrolled in this year's Ukraini–
an courses in the Harvard Summer
School.
Mr. Moroz arrived in Cambridge on
Tuesday evening and was met with
warm applause by a crowd of 110
students and visitors who had as–
semblcd in Harvard's Emerson Hall to
hear Mr. Moroz deliver his first lecture
titled "The Movement of the 'Shestyde–
siatnyky.' "
Explaining to the audience that
people in the West probably knew the
facts of the movement better than he,
Mr. Moroz focused his lecture on what
he termed "the psychology of the
movement,'' its causes and foundation.
He characterized the movement as an
inevitable reaction to the oppression of
Ukrainian rights by the Stalin regime.
Mr. Moroz drew historical parallels
with . Cromwell's England and the
Ukrainian renaissance of the 1920s. Mr.
Moroz further argued that it was
incorrect to assign any importance to
the persons of Khrushchev or Shelest in
fostering the movement.,
-"
"The argument that if Khrushchev
hadn't denounced Stalin there would
have been no 'shestydesiatnyky' is not
valid," said Mr. Moroz. "Khrushchev
simply followed the dictates of political
necessity. The movement would have
arisen of its own impetus, Khrushchev
notwithstanding!"
The same, said Mr. Moroz, applies to
Shelest, "who was certainly not a
nationalist."
Among the important figures in the
movement, Mr. Moroz mentioned
Oleksander Dovzhenko, lvan Drach,
Mykola vinhranovsky and Lina Kos–
tenko. This new generation of writers
also influenced such older figures as
Honchar, Malyshko and Bazhan, said
Mr. Moroz.
The problem of the generation of the
1960s, said Mr. Moroz, was to find a
language with which to. speak to the
authorities without being arrested.
Surprisingly, he went^m, the vital force
of the 1960s came from Kiev. Gradu–
ally, however, the locus of the political
impetus moved west to Lviv.
The movement of the "shestydesi–
atnyky" ended, said Mr. Moroz, for the
most part simply because the energy ran
out.
"When 1 came out of prison in 1969
there was no longer a gleam in their
eyes," said Mr. Moroz.
The 1970s was just a respite, he
continued, and we should be grateful
for such accomplishments as the Hel–
sinki monitoring group. The 1980s, Mr.
Moroz predicted, will be an interesting
and turbulent period, in the 1980s we
will see the birth of new realities with a
national character. They will pass, Mr.
Moroz concluded, underjtjie symbol of
the red and black flag, the'flag of the

Photo by Tania Mychsjlyshyn-D'Avignon

valentyn Moroz, standingright,addresses the participants of the Harvard Summer
School.
argued that the majority of the grand
princes in Kievan Rus' built up their
territorial domain along a northern
axis. This tendency, argued Mr. Moroz,
eventually created the Russian empire
and thus ran exactly contrary to Ukrai–
nian interests.
Grand Prince Sviatoslav, however,
who was thefirstnon–viking Ukrainian
prince, was remarkable among the
princes because he understood the
importance of the steppes to the south
in the shaping of Ukrainian destiny,
explained Mr. Moroz. He may not have
understood this logically or rationally,
said Mr. Moroz, but he felt it intuitively
through a non-rational communion
with mystical natural forces. Sviatoslav
also defended his eastern flank by
destroying the Khazar empire.
Princes after Sviatoslav reverted to
following the line of least resistance and
turned their energies to the north and
this was the source of Ukrainian failings
and problems in the Middle Ages, said
Mr. Moroz.

The period of ruin in Ukrainian
history, said Mr. Moroz, mentioned by
various historians, was not the product
of some inherent propensity for chaos
but rather the result of foreign powers
occupying the territory on Ukraine's
southern flank. As long as the steppe
was in foreign hands, said Mr. Moroz,
Ukraine could not be stable.
Paradoxically, the securing of the
geopolitical bases for Ukrainian statehood occurred at exactly that time when
Ukraine lost all of its independence,
continued Mr. Moroz, and Ukrainian
settlers were then allowed to settle the
southern regions.
Actually, said Mr. Moroz, Ukraini–
ans have a natural biological tendency
to move in this direction. Even seasonally migrating birds fly in the direction
of the mouth of the Danube, he said.
Now, Mr. Moroz concluded, the geopolitical foundations of Ukrainian
independence have been established, it
remains only for Ukrainians to take
advantage of this opportunity.

Moroz, vins, others testify.
(Continued from page .1)

Mr. vins revealed that two corre–
sponding members of the group, Yuriy
Lytyvn and volodymyr Malenkovych,
have become full members of the group.
Lytvyn had served two prison sentences
and Malenkovych one, said Mr. vins.
Mr. vins said that the broad-based
support of all segments of society in
Ukraine enjoyed by the Ukrainian
Helsinki group guarantees its contin–
uation.
"The continuation of the group's
work in the face of never-ending perse–
cution is possible only thanks to the
support of the Ukrainian national
movement and of religious groups —
Baptists, Adventists, Pentecostals,
Orthodox Christians, Uniate Catholics
and Jehovah's Witnesses," said Mr.
vins. "Not all of them decide to support
the group openly, but in their hearts
they all reject official Soviet ideology
and oppose it morally."
Mr. vins said that persons who
contact the Ukrainian Helsinki group
face danger, but "people frequently
request its help, complaining of viola–
tions of their civil and human rights."
Emigration is also a matter about
which the Ukrainian group is contacted,
said Mr. vins, giving names of persons
Who stfught aid from the gfoup. J ''
Mr. vins said that emigration from
the Soviet Union "cannot be narrowed

down to the issue of reunification of
families nor is it limited to Jews."
"Emigration from Ukraine has profound social, political and economic
causes," he said.
Mr. vins pointed to the Soviet go–
vernment's use of ploys to trick the
West. He said that the increase in the
number of persons permitted to emi–
grate to israel is a ploy meant to obtain
the repeal of the Jackson-vanik
amendment.
The young Baptist activist went on to
say that despite the Jackson-vanik
amendment, not all Jews are given
permission to emigrate at will. Mr. vins
added that that amendment, as well as
the Helsinki Final Act and the interna–
tional Covenant on Civil and Political
rights arc not limited to the Jewish
emigration.
"These documents discuss freedom of
emigration for all citizens of a country.
The Soviet authorities are attempting to
impose (on their Helsinki partners, as
on their own citizens) their own narrow
interpretation of this right," said Mr.
vins. "They would reduce the problem
to one of the family reunification and
would further restrict it on the basis of
ethnic origin."
, He said that the "extent to which this
right, is observeji.in'a given c'qjuiiry is an
accurate measure bitne ove'raTt status of
human rights there."
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Dauphin awaits thousands of visitors for 14th annual Ukrainian festival
DAUPH1N, Man. - AH eyes will be
focused on central Manitoba later this
week as the 14th annual Canada's
National .Ukrainian Festival gets under
way.
For four days beginning Thursday,
August 2. Dauphin, Man., located
some 200 miles north of Winni–
peg, in the middle of Canada's prairies,
will be transformed into a microcosm of
Ukraine with many concerts, exhibits,
workshops and parades.
The festivals began here in 1966 as
part of the Canadian National Railways
plans of increasing tourism to western
Canada. Those original plans were
successfully realized as the festival
attracts some of the best Ukrainian
talent in North America and tens of
thousands of visitors yearly.
The two hockey-rink-sized buildings
located at the Dauphin Memorial
Community Centre and the surround–
ing area will be filled with performers,
artisans and tourists, each bringing a bit
of Ukraine with them to Dauphin.
The highlight of the four-day festival
will be the grandstand program. Sche–
duled for Friday afternoon and evening,
and Saturday afternoon and evening,
the grandstand program was produced
by Ted Komar, its musical director. Mr.
Komar, an accomplished accordionist,
has been part of the festival since its
beginning. Jean Gusnoski is the director
of the grandstand program.
The performers will be the "Syny
Stepiv" vocal-instrumental ensemble of
Montreal, Que.; the "Orlan" Ukrainian
Folk Ensemble of Winnipeg, Man.; the
Taras Shevchenko Bandurist Capellaof
Detroit, Mich., under the direction of
Hryhory Kytasty; the "Yevshan Zillia"
female singing ensemble from Minne–
apolis, Minn.; vocalist Lubomyra Ko–
walchyk of Montreal, Que.; Taras
Shipowick of Toronto, Ont.; Desna of
Toronto, Ont.;. Canada's National
Ukrainian Festival. Choir under the
direction of Helen Lazaruk Henderson;
the "Zirka" Dance Ensemble of
Dauphin, Man.; and Ted Kormar and
Orchestra.
Master of ceremonies will be Meros
Leckow of Winnipeg.
The attractions at the annual festival
here do not begin or end with the
grandstand program;1.
Throughout the four days, one of the
two DMCC buildings will be the site of
the talent contest, featuring young
vocal, instrumental and dancing groups
from across. Canada and the United
States. The other building has been set
aside as the Fine Arts Building.
Pysanky, Easter breads, ceramics and
paintings arejust some of the items to be
found in this building.
Dauphin and the surrounding area
was originally settled by Ukrainian
pioneers in the late 19th century. Many
of those immigrants used the same farm
tools brought over with them from
Ukraine to tame the Canadian prairies.
These implements have survived in their
original form and most of them will be
on view in both the Fine Arts Building
and adjacent grounds.
Miniature models of pioneers home
will also be on display on the festival
grounds.
A popular booth at the festival is the
Ukraina Post Office, which received
special permission from the postmaster
general of Canada for temporary opera–
tion during the festival. Mail received at
the post office will be accordingly
cancelled with a Ukrainian stamp and
mailed to anywhere in the world.
Chairman of the post office is Lawrence
Chita.
Canada's National Ukrainian Festi–
val will be visited for the first time this

"Syny Stepiv"

ШШЩ
Taras Shipowick
year by the Discovery,'Train, a 14-car
mobile museum.
7
The National Museum of. Canada
purchased in the Xpring of 1977 the
American Bicentennial Freedom Train
for 5575,000 and converted it into
traveling museum. A moving sidewalk
takes visitors through 14 baggage cars
filled with an audio-visual history of
Canada from pre-historic times, the
French and English settlers, the Eurc–
pean immigration of the late 19th
century, the pioneers, up to modern-day
Canada.
This year's festival will also feature
one of the largest souvenir collections
available, consisting of pottery, cera–
mics, pysanky, "rushnyky," serving
trays, books, stationary, post cards and
greeting cards.
. Contests have also been a part of the
festival and this year's festival will
include the pysanka contest, the bread
baking contest, the varenyky guessing
contest and the horseshoe contest.
in addition to the attractions at the
festival, the land around Dauphin is a
living museum of the lives of the early
Ukrainian pioneers. Graveyards, chur–
ches and farms tell the story of the
Ukrainian immigrants who settled in
the prairies. A historic site of this nature
is the village of Ukraine, just one of
many communities which bears a
Ukrainian name.
On Sunday, August 5, at і p.m., the
Ukrainian National Association will
sponsor the annual Moleben at the site
of the Cross of Freedom. ArchbishopMetropolitan Maxim Hermaniuk of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church in Canada
will celebrate the service.
John Hewryk, UNA Supreme Auditor, will represent Soyuz.
A picnic will follow the service.
The Cross of Freedom is the spot
where the Rev. Nestor Dmytriw, the

The "Orlan" Ensemble
second editor of Svoboda, celebrated
the first Ukrainian Liturgy in Canada in
April 1897.

For further information contact:
Canada's National Ukrainian Festival,
119 Main St. S., Dauphin, Man.

"Sumivtsi" from Argentina visit UNA

Fourteen members of the Ukrainian Youth Association (SUM) in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, are currently touring Ukrainian centers in North America. On
Thursday, July 19, the group, lead by Elena Krajnyk de Mejura, chief counselor of
the organization in Argentina, visited the offices of the UNA and Svoboda. After
meeting with Supreme President Dr. Flis and other members of the supreme
executive committee, the youths were taken on a tour of the 15-story building from the roof, through the UNA administrative offies, and down to Svoboda, the
computer room and press. The group arrived in Toronto, Ont., on Jury 17, and
there visited the "veselka" camp. They also toured New York's Ukrainian
community before departing for the SUM camp in Ellenville, N.Y. Currently
visiting the United States, in addition to Mrs. De Mejura, are Mkhalina Maria
Sawczuk, Lidia Cristina Markowycz, Lidia irene Krajnyk, Rosana Alicia Moroz,
Eugenio Ricardo Szulba, Esteban Nykon, Mirta Alejandra WHoszynskyj, Cristina
Alicia Moroz, Sylvia Monica Mabel Brunoldi, Daniel Horacio Bruno!di, Jorge
Halatio, Jorge Alberto Kramar and Juan Daniel Mebtik. The youths were
accompanied to the UNA building by Eugenia Kuzmowycz, vice president of the
U.S. SUM board and Maria Piatka of the SUM office in New York. Photo above
shows the "sumivtsi" posing with Svoboda editor-in-chief Dr. Basil Tershakovee,
The Weekly managing editor Zenon Snylyk and UNA clerical employee і
Andrienko-Danchuk,
former resident of Argentina.
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Two testimonies
The U.S. Congressional Commission on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, headed by Rep. Dante Fascell(D-Fla-), again had the opportunity of
hearing expert testimony on the violations of human, national and religious
rights in the Soviet Union from four eyewitnesses - valentyn Moroz, Petro
vins, Lidia vins and Aleksandr Ginzburg.
Though they were not the first witnesses of such violations to testify before
the so-called Helsinki commission, their testimonies should greatly
contribute to the panel's understanding and knowledge of how the Soviet
government implements the Helsinki Accords.
Mr. vins, the youngest member of the Ukrainian Helsinki group, summed
up for the commission a fact which has been becoming increasingly evident in
the Soviet Union - that the provisions of the Helsinki Accords have never,
not even for one day, been adhered to by the Soviet government. He
emphasized this by saying that the situation in Ukraine is worse than in the
other republics of the USSR.
We feel that Mr. vins's testimony, which listed some 30 cases of repression
and harassment by the Soviet government, will give the Helsinki commission
members enough food for thought and that they will bear that in mind when
the next Helsinki Accords review conference convenes in Madrid, Spain, in
1980.
Ukrainian Americans have tried for many years to convince the American
government of the need for firm responses in the wake of rights violations in
the Soviet Union and Moscow's continuous non-compliance with the
international accords and treaties which it has signed. Mr. vins's testimony
will help prove our point.
On the other hand, Mr. Moroz's testimony could have been much stronger.
The facts and statistics about his 14-year imprisonment and the Ukrainian
people's current struggle for independence, about which he spoke during his
first days in America, would have been more valuable to the .overall
Ukrainian cause.
instead of preaching, criticising and advising, Mr. Moroz should have
concentrated on the facts and statistics, which are so important in eyewitness
testimonies, despite his feeling that they would be "superfluous." By not doing
so, we feel that Mr. Moroz missed this opportunity of informing the U.S.
government about what is really happening in Ukraine.

Memories
Does anyone remember the 1 million-signature petition drive planned by
CeSUS (Central Union of Ukrainian Students) to call for the intercession of
world governments on behalf of Ukrainian political prisoners in the Soviet
Union? Apparently, neither does CeSUS.
it was on November 18, 1977, that the world student body first announced
the plan after a meeting of its executive board during the 17th SUSTA
Congress at Soyuzivka. According to the plan, the petition drive was to begin
in mid-December and culminate during the weekend of June 17-18, 1978,
with demonstrations in New York City. London, Ottawa, Paris, Bonn,
Rome, Brussels, and cities in Australia and South America, in New York
copies of the petitions were to be presented to U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus
vance and U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim. Signatures were to be
collected by territorial student organizations such as SUSTA (United States),
SUSK (Canada), SUSTE (Europe), TUSM and others. The Weekly wrote
about the planned petition drive in its November 27, 1977, edition. Why, the
presidents of CeSUS and SUSTA even dropped by the Svoboda offices to tell
us about their grand plans.
Then, on April 23, 1978, The Weekly reported that CeSUS had just
released the text of the petition — this, when the drive was supposed to have
been under way some four months earlier. The April 23 story noted that the
petition drive would be conducted during a six-month period in the United
States, Canada, Europe, South America, Australia and New Zealand. At the
end of the six-month period the demonstrations originally planned for midJune would take place.
Six months later - in October 1978 - CeSUS was strangely silent. Not a
peep was heard about the petition or the demonstrations.
Today — one year and three months later — there is still no information
about the 1 million-signature pet tion drive.
As a matter of fact, there is no sign of any activity on the part of CeSUS.
This certainly does not speak well of the entire Ukrainian student movement.
We feel it is about time that students throughout the world started asking
their elected leaders some thought-provoking questions, such as: "What
exactly have they done since assuming leadership?"

Ukrainian film labeled Russian
Dear Editors:
The address and telephone number of
1 am enclosing a copy of a portion of the Carnegie Hall Cinema are: Carnegie
the August film schedule for the Carne– Hall Cinema, 887 Seventh Ave.. New
gie Hall. Cinema in New York City York, N.Y. 10019; (212) 757-2131.
which will show the Ukrainian film
The Carnegie Hall Cinema is under
"Shadows of Forgotten Ancestors" on the aegis of the Center for Public
August 6. І felt perhaps that you would Cinema inc., which. І suspect, put to–
like to mention this in your calendar of gether the schedule in the first place.
Ukrainian events - along with the fact Your readers might be advised to for–
that they have dared to call it a Russian ward their complaints there too. its
film done in the Russian language.
address and telephone number are:
І am quite sick of the achievements Center for Public Cinema, 40 Central
and glories of the Ukrainian world Park South. New York, N.Y. 10019;
being credited to the Russians by ignor– (212) 757-1894.
ant (or malicious) Americans, and І
Sincerely yours,
would ask that you suggest that your
Petro Homel
readers write or telephone the theatre
Editors' note: Both the Ukrainian
and complain about their stupidity. The
film it is appearing with is actually a and Georgian films are listed in the
Georgian film done by a Georgian di– schedule under the heading "Russian
rector — and it is also identified as folklore." There will he several show–
ings of each on A ugust 6.
Russian.

UNA Supreme Executive Committee meets
(Continued from page 1)

mailed directly to the members. Over
S 10,250 was sent by direct mail, in
addition to dividend checks, these
members received a special letter from
the organizing department about the
maximum amounts of insurance and
age limitations and a brochure titled
"How much life insurance is necessary?"
All other dividend checks were mailed
to branches.
This dual system of dividend check
distribution has resulted in some cornplaints from secretaries, since members
who belong to more than one branch
complained that they had received a
dividend check from one secretary but
had not received the other check from
us, noted Mrs. Diachuk. Many of the
addresses on the lists received also
turned out to be incorrect and the post
office returned many letters to the
UNA.
Mortgages
The UNA holds the first mortgage in
the amount of 523,791 on the Ukrainian
National Home in Ford City, Pa. Our
branch and the board of directors of the
national home have declined to retain
the building. Despite many telephone
calls and letters to members of the
branch executive board as well as
conversations during the convention,
we were not successful in persuading
local UNA activists to keep the build–
ing. The UNA is assuming ownership of
the building and plans to start looking
for a buyer immediately.
The Home of UNA Branches in
Detroit has continuing financial pro–
blems and has regularly failed to make
mortgage payments for periods of two
to three months.
A mortgage loan for property in
Toronto has not been paid since De–
cember 1978 and the UNA has threat–
ened foreclosure.
Svoboda Press
The semi-annual closing of the books
of Svoboda showed an income of
S353.674 and expenses of 5355,883.
income increased by 541,215, and
expenses increased by 541,665. The
UNA contributed 5178.600 (this is
included in the income figure) to cover
operational losses - a sum 542,000
more than last year during the same
period. Advertisements brought in
51,409 more than last year; but the
almanac yielded 53,123 less than in
1978. Contributions to the press fund
were 51,500 less than the year before.
Subscriptions to The Rainbow сНЦг
dreh's magazine gre,w from Я,ДІб lasf.,
year to 52,916.

The most costly expense was postage
which increased by 60 percent from
545,574 to 572,736. On the average,
512,000 per month is spent on postage.
Payments to special correspondents
increased by 212 percent from 52.550 to
57,979. This sum includes payments due
for 1978.
Salaries increased by 58,500. Two
new computer-typesetting machines
were purchased
and will
cost
521.674.77.
Soyuzivka
During the first five months of 1979
Soyuzivka had an income of 581,712
and expenses of 5105,110. income and
expenses each grew by approximately
512,400. To date 516,399.12 has been
spent on capital improvements.
The season at Soyuzivka has just
begun and was expected to be very
successful. However, it is impossible to
determine what changes might occur as
a result of the energy crisis.
Ukrainian National Urban
Renewal Corporation
A sum of 5766,667 in promissory
notes was received from UNA mem–
bers. Together with other income, they"
yielded a total of 5785,493.
Rent collected was 574,395 less than
last year because of the vacancy of two
and half floors in the UNA Building.
The store on the left side of the first
floor of the building remains vacant.
Total expenses decreased by 549,538
to 5631,077. Because of the fact that
floors in the building were vacant,
expenses for electricity and gas were
533,142 less. Higher sums were spent on
repairs and materials because the Svo–
boda printing shops was expanded and
new equipment was bought. Some
510,000 was spent on advertisemen in
the press.
in October 1978 we appealed to
promissory note holders if they would
like to retain the notes for an additional
five years at 8 percent interest. Since
then many note holders have changed
their minds and the current state is as
follows: 455 - will retain the notes; 291
- declined; 155 - undecided.
Supreme Secretary's report
During the first six months of 1979,
reported Mr.Sochan, UNA secretaryorganizers enrolled 1,212 new members,
including 362 juveniles, 664 adults and
186 under ADD certificates. To date in
July, the Home Office has received 12
new applications for membership.
(Continued on page 1S)
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щleven days with valentyn Moroz
by Dr. John O. Fib
Part ill
fn the first two parts, we traced events which
occurred from our first meeting with Уаіетуп Мого:
through Sunday evening.
Monday, April 30, 1979
Evidently Mr. Moroz had no trouble falling asleep.
By 6 a.m. Monday morning he was up. and 1 later
learned that after awakening he remains in bed and
writes. At about 7:30-8 a.m. he went out into the
backyard and exercised. My wife and 1 were astonish–
ed when we saw him walking on his hands approxi–
mately 20 feet back and forth. "Thank God that he is
physically fit," we said to ourselves.
He always ate a hearty breakfast. Oatmeal, fruit,
bacon and eggs or pancakes, lots of milk, dark bread
with butter and dessert, if he had stayed in my house
another week or two 1 might have learned to like
oatmeal.
We arrived at the UNA offices at about 1 p.m. Mr.
Moroz was accorded a traditional Ukrainian greeting
by air UNA and Svoboda employees, with bread, salt
and a! lot of flowers. Those present opened up their
hearts to Mr. Moroz with words of praise and
admiration. Each employee had a chance to shake his
hand ind greet him. God oply knows how many tears
were shed during this welcome.
Mr.'Sochan had arranged for NBC-Tv (Channel 4)
to be present at this greeting of Mr. Moroz by our
employees. That evening parts of that greeting were
viewed on TY by millions of Americans.
Aftir the greeting ceremonies Mr. Moroz was
ushered by Mr. Sochan into our conference room
where quite a number of reporters and the Channel 4
crew were ready to interview Mr. Moroz. Mr. Sochan^
had arranged Mr, Moroz's calendar for this date?
Everything worked like clockwork. While interviews
were going on with Mr. Snylyk doing the translating,
Mr. S.ochan was busy arranging the next day's
interviews. He had gotten in touch with all major
newspapers in the United States and Canada and
informed them where they could interview this
Ukrainian dissident. Each newspaper was now trying
to arrange for its own exclusive interview.
Mr. iSochan also arranged interviews with Agence
France Presse, British Broadcasting Corporation and
Channel 13 of Buenos Aires of the Argentinian Tv
network.
Mr. !Moroz looked forward to the interviews. He
performed beautifully. His answers to questions were
quick,;clear, precise, to the point and extremely
nationalistic in spirit. No question was too difficult for
him to; answer.
On this memorable Monday many American
reporters sought interviews with Mr. Moroz. Mr.
Moroz! was hot news. But there were also Ukrainian
reporters who were present and eager for interviews,
instead, of saying to them that Mr. Moroz prefers to
have interviews with American, Canadian and other
newspapers first, Mr. Sochan allowed Ukrainian
reporters to sit in and record interviews which were
being^ conducted by non-Ukrainian media. Andrij
Bandera; representing "Homin Ukrainy," a Canadian
publication of the Ukrainian Liberation Front
organizations, never once mentioned this kindness in
his reports, nor did he mention that the interview took
place at the Ukrainian National Association offices.
Mr. Moroz mentioned our publication Svoboda a
number of times in his answers to questions posed,
which Mr. Bandera very diligently deleted from his
versions of the interviews.
Whi^e at the residence of His Beatitude Metropoli–
tan Mstyslav the day before, 1 was informed by two
members of the "vyzvolnyi Front" that Mr. Moroz
had agreed to have dinner Monday evening with the
leadership of that organization.
Being afraid that Mr. Moroz may fall under the
influence of any one political group before he meets
and confers with each of them and feeling personally
responsible for his safety, 1 insisted that 1 must be there
with Mr. Moroz. No amount of protestation or
persuasion moved me.
ldr^ve Mr. Moroz to the beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. і Mykola Hryckowian, where Mr. Moroz was
extended the traditional Ukrainian greeting with
bread and salt by Slava Stetzko. Ulana Celewycz,
lgnatius Billinsky, Daria Stepaniak, lvan Kobasa, Dr.
Askold Lozynskyj (also a Supreme Advisor of the
UNA) and Borys Potapenko, with an additional six or
eight boys and girls from the TUSM student organiza–
tion. There may have been others present, fhad never
been with such highly placed personalities before.. І
was treated with every courtesy as was Mr. - lvfo'roz''
The di'nhtt'w'as'sulperb,iha;rtksto Mrs. НтускЬЧиаїт'

Phnlu bi lhor Dlaboh.

valentyn Moroz answers reporters" questions during a press conference in the UN AJ Building.
і
After that, Herbert Rickman, special assistant to the
and her two daughters, Chrystia and Stephanie.
Conversation was polite. І learned straight from Mrs. mayor, took Mr. Moroz and Pastor vins, and in the
name
of the mayor purchased two suits for each of the
Stetzko that the "Banderivtsi" are not a party, but a
dissidents. "A fine gesture," said Dr. Wolynetz, who
movement and that they are "builders of a state:."
We returned home at 11:30 p.m. After answering accompanied me and Mr. Moroz. We really held our
breath. Dr. Wolynetz and 1, when Mr. Moroz had his
urgent telephone calls, Mr. Moroz went to sleep.
We had mentioned to Mr. Moroz on a number of eyes fixed on a green suit. We both sighed with relief
occasions that he should undergo a thorough medical when his fancy turned to blue. І don't recall anyone
examination. Mr. Moroz in turn said that he wanted thanking Dr. Wolynetz for arranging this memorable
first to be interviewed by the media and after that he occasion both for Ukrainians and: for the mayor's
Dr.
would submit to a medical examination. He assured us office. So thanks, George. But outside of
that he was physically fit and in perfect health. І Wolynetz, myself and Mr. Potapenko, no other
believed him, but 1 would have been more at ease if member of the New York Ukrainian community
showed up for thb event, it was still uncertain what
Mr. Moroz underwent such an examination. І
Telephone calls from the head of the Ukrainan political matter Mr. Moroz was made of. Had this
Medical Association - New York-New Jersey happened one week later, hundreds of the New York
branch kept mounting and were becoming more and Ukrainians would have shown up. і
more annoying.
There followed interviews with Arperican media at
the UNA offices about which you have read in
Tuesday, May 1, 1979
Svoboda and The Ukrainian Weekly. Mr. Sochan
cleared the next day's agenda with Mr. Moroz. More
The morning was usual. But we had to be at the New interviews were being arranged for the rest of the week
York. City Hall by noon to be greeted by Mayor by Mr. Sochan. A tight schedule had to be adhered to.
Edward Koch, have lunch with him and then attend a
During the afternoon, 1 received a call from
press conference. This appearance was arranged by my Wolodymyr Masur, president of the Ukrainian
colleague. New York attorney Dr. George W. National Aid Association, who asked for an appoint–
Wolynetz Jr., who is also the liaison officer between ment with Mr. Moroz. He wanted, he said, to invite
the United Ukrainian American Organizations of New him to greet "Narodna Pomich" on t^e occasion of its
York and the city officials. Nadia Svitlychna joined 65th anniversary.
us. Mr. Moroz was shown the different council halls
1 stated to him that, at present, time is very precious
where decisions are made for the good of the city. Mr. to Mr. Moroz, but, as 1 was informed by Mr. Moroz,
Moroz was extremely interested in democracy at work he wanted to visit Mrs. Stetzko the following morning.
on the local level.
І told Mr. Masur that if he can arrange to be with Mrs.
Our editors lhor Dlaboha and Roma Sochan– Stetzko (and lgave him hertdephone;number) he may
Hadzewycz were there, photographed the event and get to see Mr. Moroz at the same time.
helped translate.
The UNA, 1 reiterate, was neutral to all Ukrainian
While waiting for the mayor to open his chambers to political elements, regardless of their size or impor–
us, the anchorman of Channel 5, Anthony Preisen– tance. it was not so after the UNA was no longer
dorf, met us on the steps of City Hall, recognized Mr. setting Mr. Moroz's calendar, exactly one week after
Moroz and wanted to know Mr. Moroz's impressions this date.
of the picket line of hospital workers which stretched
At about 4 p.m. a large delegation from the
all around the City Hall. Mr. Moroz responded that Organizations for the Rebirth of "Ukraine (ODvU)
"this is the first time that l've seen free men picketing arrived at our offices to greet Mr. Moroz. І introduced
without being beaten by the police and dragged off to Mr. Moroz to the delegation and tinned him over to
jail, it is a marvelous sight." This may not be an exact Prof. Bohdan Hnatiuk, who is alsoa UNA Supreme
quotation. І got on the Tv that evening as Mr. Auditor. Among those present were siich personalities
Moroz's translator.
as Dr. Bohdan Shebunchak, Dr. Wolodymyr My–
Pastor Georgi vins, Mr. Moroz and others entered chajliw, Messrs. Teofil Fil and Paul Dorozynsky.
the chambers and everyone was cordially greeted by
A delegation of ladies from the Philadelphia Moroz
the mayor and his immediate staff. Seeing Mrs. Committee was waiting for Mr. Moroz - without an
Svitlychna by the door, 1 told Mr. Koch that he is truly appointment - when we arrived at the office. They
in luck, for there are three dissidents present at this were kept waiting until Mr. Moroz finished with all
conference, not two. We introduced Mrs. Svitlychna other business at hand. They didn't like waiting and
and the mayor greeted her, walked over to her and made it known to us. in the presence of one member of
personally asked her to sit with us.
the Executive Committee, they minimized the
During the lunch Mayor Koch fired at least 100 fraternal aspect of the Ukrainian National Association
questions regarding life in jails and in concentration (after all, it's only an insurancfe!companyj'and
camps in the Soviet Union. Pastor vins had his destroyed the chances of Mr. Moroz going to
Russian interpreter. 1 translated for Mr. Moroz and
Soyuzivka for a well-earned re?t which we had
for Mrs. Svitlychna. Mr. Dlaboha and Mrs. Sochan–
Hadzewycz had gone back to their office. But as soon proposed. They were negatively disposed toward such
as we walked out of the mayor's chambers, noticing an idea, although most of the ladies present take their
Mr. Potapenko, 1 quickly cast off that duty on him. An own vacations at Soyuzivka.
lhor Olshaniwskyj was also there, representing the
interview followed with the media. All three dissidents
were presented with gold keys to the city by the mayor. New Jersey Moroz committee.
That
evening Mr. Moroz paid a vi: it to the home of
The entire event was a great success for the Ukrainian
cause. Mrs. Svitlychna, being soft spoken, really Gen. Petro Grigorenko and vhad a long conversation
й 4' ivi'v'iv, r - ;.i j, . v -. и
impressed the fhay6t''vjhen she spoke ofher separations і with, him.–
frOm^nfcreHn^biti'^s a^"resuif ofher incarceration.
(Cosltaaed on page 14)
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Starosolsky sworn inas"Nachalpyi Plastun" during

The Chapel of St. Yuriy, the patron saint of Plast. h circled by campers and guests during the Bishop Basil Losten (center), the YenRev. Canon Bohdan Smyk (left) an
Divine Liturgy.
l.onchyna (right) celebrate the Divine Liturgy.

'Novalcy" receive Holy Communion from Bishop Basil Losten. who is assisted by the
Rev. Taras Lonchvna.
(Continued from page 3)

Ukrainian National Women's League
of America; Dr. Roman Maksymo–
wych, Shevchenko Scientific Society:
Dr. lwan Koropeckyj. Ukrainian Free
Academy of Arts and Sciences: Dr.
Myroslaw Dragan. Ukrainian Medical
Association of North America; Mr. and
Mrs. Bohdan Mishko. Ukrainian
Engineers Society of America; Roman
Dans ink. Brotherhood of veterans of
the 1st Division of the Ukrainian
National Army: Yuriy' Ferencevych.
national executive board of the veter–
ans of the 1st Division; Olha Kuzmo–
wycz, Ukrainian Journalists Associa–
tion of America; Ulana Liubovych. Our
Life magazine; Mykola Hryhorovych
UCCA, Morris County; Orest Glut,
Self-Reliance Federal Credit Union
(NY). Also present was the Rev. Dr.
Bohdan volosin who frequently cele–
brates the Divine Liturgy at "vovcha
Tropa."
valenyn Moroz had been invited to
attend the Day of the "Plasrdtf4 events.

hut he answered that he would not be
able to attend because of his prior
commitment to participate in Captive
Nations Week events in Washington.
Many guests expressed their best
wishes to Dr. Starosolsky in brief
addresses and several letters of greet–
ings were also read at the luncheon.
Mrs. Moroz voiced her hope that the
Ukrainian youths who are raised at
Plast camps will be able to safeguard
and disseminate the Ukrainian !an–
guage and culture.
UNA Supreme President Dr. Flis
congratulated Dr. Starosolsky and
assured members of Plast that Soyuz
would continue to support the youth
organization's activities.
Dr. Romankiw thanked the partici–
pants of the day's events on behalf of the
Plast command, while Dr. Starosolsky
expressed his personal gratitude. The
luncheon was concluded with the sing–
ing of "Mnohaya Lita" for Dr. Staro–
solsky and with the benediction de–
livered by the very Rev. Canon Smyk.

The oath of office is administered to the "Nachalnvi Plastun" as honor

A portion of the 'novachky" as they march and sfng during their show of rhyt
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weekend ceremonies at East Chatham Plast camp

ic exercises.

"УетпГ - ^ c r o b a t i e s -

ro

as performed by a e " P of "yunachky.

Raisa Мого? and Dr. John O. His
speaking at the luncheon in honor ol
Dr. Yuriv Starosolsky.
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ЗВІТ ПАМ'ЯТНИКОВОЇ ГРОШЕВОЇ КАМПАНІЇ
НА БУДОВУ УКРАЇНСЬКОГО КРАЙОВОГО
СОБОРУ У ВАШІНҐТОНІ, Д.К.

Press Release N o . 10 (January 16 to June 30. 1979.)

Пресове звідомлення Ч . 10 (від 16 січня д о 30 червня 1979)

At this time we are pleased to give you the tenth progress report of the
Memorial Fund Raising Campaign for the building of our Ukrainian Catholic
National Shrine of the Holy Family in the Nation's Capital.

П р и є м н о нам подати всім нашим д о б р о д і я м 10-те звідомлення з
Пам'ятникової Грошевої Кампанії на б у д о в у Українського К р а й о в о г о
Собору Пресв. Родини в столиці Америки.

This report includes:
1) A General Memorial Campaign statement from September 14, 1975 to
June 30. 1979.
2) The Memorials and Lesser Donations that have come during the past 6
months, January 16 to June 30. 1979.
3) A total of all Memorials and Lesser Donations received from 30 Ukrainian
Catholic parishes that we have visited (to June 30. 1979) during this Memorial
Campaign.
Our next press release will be given in September of 1979. it will be the 4th
Annual Report of our Memorial Fund Raising Campaign and will include a
detailed report of Memorials chosen and Lesser Donations given by the Holy
Family Ukrainian Catholic Church in Washington, D . C , as well as a detailed
financial statement of the costs of construction to-datc of our National Shrine now
in progress.

Це звідомлення включає:
1) Загальний звіт Пам'ятникової Кампанії від 14 вересня 1975 р. д о
30 червня 1979 р.

Donors^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ftedgd
186 Memorials from Holy Family Ukrainian
Catholic Parish in Washington, D.C
40 Lesser Donations from Holy Family
l Parish in Washington, D . C
428 Memorials from benefactors in the United
States
1246 Leaser Donations from benefactors in
I the United States
8 Memorials from benefactors in Canada
52 Lesser Donations from benefactors in
Canada
II Leaser Donation from ltaly
І Leaser Donation from Germany
І Lesser Donation from Australia
І Memorial from the Ukrainian Redemp–
torist Fathers
1 Mfcaanfial from Special Occasions at the
Holy Family Parish, Washington, D.C.
172 Leaser Donations from Special Occa–
; ,sions at Holy Family Parish in Wash–
. Ц ington, D.C
10 Lesser Donations from Special Occa–
! sions in the United States
7 Memorials for a Statue Monument in
honor of the Servant of God, Metropolitan
Andrew Sheptytsky
6 Lesser Donations for a Statue-Monu–
; ment of Metropolitan Sheptytsky ...
631 Memorials and 1549 Lesser Donations for
a General Total of

Cash Received

SJS74.749.00 S 224,919.50
11,889.00

11,889.00

f56,400.00

175,411.00

28,340.00
! 19.518.00

28,340.00
13.138.00

1.430.00
50.00
50.00
; , 14.00

1,430.00
SO.OO
50.00
14.00

;Sl,SOO.OO

41,500.00

; 1.000.00

1,000.00

; 3,637.00

3,637.00

326.00

326.00

10,027.00

9,713.00

575.00

575.00

51,159,505.00

S 511,992.50

MEMORIALS AND LESSER DONATIONS
FROM THE UN1TED STATES AND CANADA
MEMORIALS
(minimum of 5300.00) ;
Pankiw, Paul A 1 wanna - ( Waynesville,;N.C.
(total) Stogryn, John A Anna - Richmond, Уа.
Simpson, Rosie L. — Richmond, v a . . j
Horbowyj, volodymyr A Helen - Clifton Heights, v a .
Chelec, Olga - Jersey City, N.J.
і і
(total) Demczyk, Michael — Winnipeg, ІЛan. Canada
Apostleship of Prayer — Newark, N.J.
Shewchuk, Rev. Fr. Michael - Chesapeake City, DeL
Sydorak, Wolodymyr A Zenovia - N e w York, N.Y.
(total) Melnykovych, George A Oksana - Overland, Kansas
Razynsky, John A lwanna - 4 Carteret; N.J.
LESSER DONATIONS і
(Less than 5300.00)
і
150.00 - (total) voyevidka. Dr. Yaroslaw - Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
І25І00 - (total) Maslowsky Zofia - Bern, N.Y: і
llftOO - Petrach Roman - Richmond, Ya.
і:
105(00 - Bahan, John - Perth Amboy. N.J. ,
100.00 - Didycz, lwan A E. - Miami, Florida; Hankewycz, Marta А Уега і Newark, N.J.; Kawoczka, Anastasia - Jersey City. N.J.; Michajlonka.
; Stefan - St. Paul, Minn.; Wasycyshyn M. l-t Croton on Hudson. N.Y.
80І00 - (total) Sachno, Di Roman A Bozena - f Richmond, Уа.
5ОІ00 - Fi'sanich, Anna - Spanglcr, Pa.; Hrabec, Rev. Fr. viadimir І. Allentown, Pa.; Kril, Julian - J e r s e y City,lr).J.; Muench, Gerald C . j Newark, N.J.; Rylyk, Joseph A Eva - rferth Amboy. N.J.; Tymm,
Bohdan A. - Alameda, Cal.
38.50 - Gregotynskyj, Bohdan P. - Fort Eustpi Уа.
ЗІ00 - Wawrykow. George M. A Lea Anna, Houston. Tex.
30.00 - (total) Wasylkewycz, Katria - Herminiq. Pa.; Bobylak. S. Clifton.
N.J.; Fusiak, Christine - Harrison, N.J.
25.00 - Dyba, George, Astoria. N.Y.; Grade УШ Class of 1979, St. John's
Parish - Newark, N.J.; l-vaseczko. Yaroslav ft Olha - Maplewood.
N.J.; Kohutiak, Dr.AMrs. viadimir– Utica,N.Y.;Kormylo. Joseph Fountain Yalley,. Cal.; Kostiw, Stella — Fresno,. Cal.; Melnychyn.
William A Julia - Fran-;fort, K,y.,;. Mudryj, Wasyl A ,Daria —
Sunnyside, N.Y.;Oripjc,k,,,M,yjy;n,A victoria. Belleville. N.J.;

2) Пам'ятникові і менші пожертви, які. вплинули протягом останніх
6 місяців, від 16 січня д о 30 червня, 1979 р.
3) Суму всіх Пам'ятників і Менших Пожертв, які ми одержали від 30 українських, католицьких парафій, які ми відвідали д о 30 червня 1979 року.
Слідуюче пресове звідомлення ми подамо вам у вересні 1979 р. Це буде
4-ий річний звіт Пам'ятникової Грошевої Кампанії і включатиме докладний
звіт з Пам'ятників та Менших Пожертв Парафії Пресв. Родини у Вашінгтоні.
В цім звідомленні ми також подамо вам докладний звіт коштів дотеперішньої будови Крайового Собору.
(total) Perchun, Michael, Anna A Mary - Jersey City, N.J.; Tarasuk,
Sara - Philadelphia, Pa.
і
20.00 - Barton, Mr. A Mrs. Walter - Washington, D . C ; Fedyshyn, Sieve Perth Amboy, N.J.; Kotsak, Mary - Perth Amboy, N.J.; Kudrykj. Dr. A
Mrs. Olcg - Bloomington, ind.; Matkowsky, Wasyl A Maria, -Fords,
N.J.
!
15.00 - Barno Robert - Emerson, N.J.; Doyle, Raymond - Adelphi Hills,

;

Md.

10.00 - Drahosz, M.K. - Utica,N.Y.; Henich, Mary - Edison. N J . ; Hlywa.
Nicholas A Anna - Perth Amboy, N.J.; Kalba, M A 1. - Lakewood, , Cal.; Mosko, John - Perth Amboy, N.J.; Pancio, Rosalia -t Carteret,
N.J.
:
5.00 — Baran, Lesia - Chicago, ill.; Madden, Murdock, Washington:, D.C.
FOR STATUE-MONUMENT 1N HONOR OF THE SERYANT OF GOD
METROPOL1TAN ANDREW SHEPTYTSKY
S7.253.00 - (total) Mariyska Druzyna - Washington, D.C.
300.00 - (total) Skaskiw, Bohdan A Myroslawa and Euhenia - -Washington,
D.C
50.00 - Sharko Euhenia - Washington, D.C.
50.00 - Tymm, Amu Lucille - Washington, D.C.
50.00 - Hayduczok, Olympia - Philadelphia, Pa.
IN MEMORY OF THE DECEASED WOLODYMYR KULCHYCKI,
WASHINGTON, D.C
25.00
25.00
25.00
5.00

-

Kulchycki Florean W.
Walsko, Helen
Walsko, John A Olga
Walsko, Theodore

УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ПАРАФІЯ НЕПОРОЧНОГО ЗАЧАТТЯ
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
HILLSIDE, NJ.
MEMORIALS
52,000.00 - Kostecki, Joseph A. A Tess
'.
1.000.00 - Kozak, Walter, Catherine, Christine, Patricia; Szpyhulsky, Harry A
Helen
300.00 - Hczyszyn, Walter A Marie; Shatynski, John J. A Olga; Shmulak.
William A Anna; Studney, Aloysius А Уега.
LESSER DONATlONS
S 100.00 - Anonymous
50.00 - Kril, Panko A Paraskevia; Maleski, William A Mary; Pisfcnick,
Michael A Mary.
25.00 - Babiak, Paul; Pryslak, Thcodosia; Tworischuk, Tessie.
20.00 - . Chernego, George A Helen; Decker, Helen A Carol
10.00 — Atamanchuk, John A Ann; Greenough, Anna; Gwiazda, Уега; Ho–
run, Andrew A Sue; Jakubik, Catherine; Jakubik, Michael A Angeline;
Karpa, Euhemie; Lysak, Walter A Julia; Ostrowka, John A Olga;
Polinko, George A Helen; Spolowitz, Peter A Mary; Surman, Thomas A
Mary; Anonymous.
5.00 - Affsa, Emil A Evelyn; Anonymous; Brennen, Thomas A Helen.
1.00 - Anonymous.
УКРАЇНСЬКА К А Т О Л И Ц Ь К А ЦЕРКВА CB. ІВАНА

ХРЕСТИТЕЛЯ

ST. JOHNS UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
WHIPPANY. NJ.
1

І

MEMORIALS
51,500.00 - Mulyk, Jaros!aw A Jaroslawa.
'.
1.000.00 - . Ciurpita, Gregory A Nancy; Pawluk, Paraskewia A Ermlian;
Shoemaker, Daniel; Sinkowsky Family, Yazulla, Stephen A Elsie.
500.00 - Woch, Peter A Emilia.
300.00 - Bilanych, Anthony A Katherine; Ferenc, Myron A Zinaida; Himyak,
John A Priscilla; lwashko, Paul A lwanna; Kosonocky. Stephan A
Anna; Marusyn, Jaroslaw, Marusyn, R o m a n A Lydia; Prystasch,
Stanley A Anna; Rudy, Peter A ^ r e i d a . , ' , , 4 .-,,,.,–.-,.,,-y . ,, 0,-

(С-літКщтг.Щ'.^ jwzw'j -– cor:"
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20.00 - Melnyk, Peter A Blanche.
10.00 - Lacyk, Wolodymyr A Katherine; Semus, Michael A Stephanie.
5.00 - Melnyk. Helen; Romanick, Joseph A Mary.

LESSER DONATlONS
100.00 - Suchorsky. Wasyl A Mary.
50.00 - Bcrdej. Jaroslaw A Anna: Bcrdcj. Jurko: Galaty. John.
25.00 - Fanok. Walte' A Olga; Fedak. Nicholas A Katherine: Huziuk. John
A Ann; Marusyn. lwan.
20.00 - Galalyj, Anna; Gojnycz. Bohdan A Maria; Leggin. John A Eleanor;
Lyczkowski, Michael; Markow. Julian A Mary; Pelcnsky. Walter A
Katherine; Siuszko. Teodor.
10.00 - Elnicky. Peter; Gwozdz. Paul A Lillian: Scmanyszyn. Mykola A
Family: Singalewitch. Joseph A Georgiana.
5.00 - Ossenkowsky, Mr. A Mrs. Peter.
1.00 - Anonymous.
УКРАЇНСЬКА

КАТОЛИЦЬКА

Ц Е Р К В А CB.

ПАВЛА

ST. P A U L S U K R A I N I A N C A T H O L I C CHURCH
RAMSEY, N.J.
MEMORIALS

LESSER DONATlONS
40.00 - Germak. Walter.
20.00 - Bobrick. Mary; Klufas. Wsewolod A Sophia; Kutko. Bohdan A
Halyna.
10.00 - Peters, Olga; Tripaldi, Mary; Tymoch, Mary.
КАТОЛИЦЬКА

Ц Е Р К В А CB.

МИХАЇЛА

ST. M I C H A E L U K R A I N I A N C A T H O L I C CHURCH
M A N V I L L E . N.J.
MEMORIALS
S2.000.00 - Catrombon, John, Daria. and Family; Kuzmiw. Zenowij A Anna,
and Wolodymyr M. and lrena D.; Pilal, John A Maria.
1,000.00 - Rochman. Helen.
500.00 - Mychajliw, Fr. Makar A Helen; Jachno, Olha A Holiczek, Dr
Roman A Sonia; Jachno, Fr. Jakiw A Eustachia; a,nd Family;
Mychajliw, Panko A Anna and Family.
300.00 - Bojko, Wasyl A Helen; Comishock. John A Helen; Demchyshyn,
Michael A Maria and iryna. Oksana, Halyna, and Marta; Greklek.
Anna; Harvist. Metro A Maria; Kohut. Maria; Kraynyk. George A
Jaroslava; (Stack). William A Olga; St. Michael's Ladies Apostleship of
Prayer; Ukrainian National Women's League of America, inc. Branch
92; Welisowitz. Josephine; Yacuk. Peter A Priska; Zacharko, Mychajlo
A Anna.
LESSER DONATlONS
125.00 - Hnidj. Mary.
50.00 - Fedas, John J. A Ann C. Macola. Semen; Shpock, William A
Catherine; Shygera. Dr. Michael.
25.00 - Hale. Troy A Catherine; Hawryluk, Stefania; Kepsza. John.
20.00 - Pilat, Anna.
17.00 - Anonymous.
10.00 - Hawryluk. Stephen A Maria; Landwit. Bohdan A Stephania;
Palahicky. Olexa; Nowom. Harry; Sator. Andrew A Anna; Urusky.
Stella; Anonymous.
5.00 - Dobosz. Mary: Teplyshyn Les.
УКРАЇНСЬКА

КАТОЛИЦЬКА

ЦЕРКВА CB

УКРАЇНСЬКА

КАТОЛИЦЬКА

Ц Е Р К В А CB.

НИКОЛАЯ

ST NICHOLAS UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
WOODBINE, N.J.
MEMORIALS
300.00 - Ciabatoni Julia; Lepke, Mr. A Mrs. Dmytro
LESSER DONATlONS
50.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
5.00

-t
-

Lesiw, Wasyl A Eva.
Yarrish, Alice; Yuschok, Philip
Krawczuk. Wasyl A Anna.
Chichura, Stephen A Helen.
Yuschok, John.

УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА КАТЕДРА НЕПОРОЧНОГО ЗАЧАТТЯ
ПР. Д . М А Р І Ї
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION OF В. V. MARY UKRAINIAN
CATHOL1C CATHEDRAL
FRANKLIN. PHILADELPHIA. Pa

S 1,000.00 - Wylder, John A Dorothy.

УКРАЇНСЬКА
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ЙОСАФАТА

ST JOSAPHAT UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
TRENTON. N.J.

MEMORIALS
S3.000.00 - Slobogin, Dietric.
1.500.00 - Pellich, Rev. Dr. Wolodymyr, Oleksyn. and Alina Humen, KathrynA
Mary.
1,000.00 - Holak, John; Karpchuk, Anna; Pacura, Mychajlo A Eudokia;
Skoczylas, lwan A Pawlyna; Szaczko, Taras A Anna.
315.00 - Trytiak, John T.
300.00 - Katruk, Martin A Barbara; Keith. John A Rita; Kozur, Gregory A
Minna; Maksymiuk, Nicholas A Anna; Pawluk. Olena; Smazinski,
Rosalia; Wikarczuk, Michael A Maria Zacharko. Hryhoriy A Rosalia.
LESSER DONATlONS
130.00 - Kozmowych, Stephen.
57.00 - Wasylak, Marta.
50.00 - Kadylo, Osyp; Shenchuk, John A Katherine; Wysochansky. Joseph;
Zyblikewycz, Eugene A Stephania.
30.00 - Fesyk, Wasyl A Pawlina.
25.00 - Andrijiwsky, lvan A Maria; Koromec, Paul and Tetiana; Roman–
czuk. Max A Teodora; Tamavsky. lrene; Temoshok, Maria; Zaharchuk.
Julius A Helen.
20.00 - Asher, Jr. Oland A Helen and Family; Bczruki, Eislachiy;
Cholawsky, Ksaverin; Chopik, Maria; Falahetdin, Anna; Kttwalczuk.
Wasyl; Maxymuk, Nicholas A Anna; Oleshytsky. Walter A Maria;
Pelcnsky, Peter A Blanche; Ryk, Mykola A Julia; Sampara, Andrew A
Josephine; Swistel. Helen; Wareckiy. Wasyl A Maria.
15.00 - Tuczkowskyj, Dmytro A Anna; Tuszko, Antin.
10.00 - Bodnar. Christine; Legan. Kazimir A Kateryna; Nottis. Helen:
Repeckyj. Phelahia: Seniw. Maria; Sidorsky. Nicholas: Stulkowsky.
Olga: Sywulak. Anna; Wojtiw. Dmytro A Catherine.
5.00 - Borowski, Joseph; Denkowycz, Andrij A Anna; Kitzenick, John:
Levchuk, lrene; Mamchyn, Alexander A lrene; Podolak. Elizabeth,
Timoschuk, Katherine.
2.00 - Cyhan, Wasyl A Sophia; Anonymous
1.00 - Melnyk. Maria.

УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ЦЕРКВА ХРИСТА ЦАРЯ
CHR1ST THE K1NG UKRA1N1AN CATHOL1C CHURCH
NICETOWN, P H I L A D E L P H I A . Pa.

MEMORIALS
Si.500.00
1.000.00
500.00
300.00

-

Dublanyk, John A Tessie.
Lew^ckyj, Roman; Pope, Mathew A Olga.
Labka, Jaroslaw A Jaroslawa.
Plishchuk. Alexander A Anna; Semkowycz Family.
LESSER DONATlONS

100.00
50.00
33.00
25.00

- Lesyk. Michael A Kateryna.
- Lytwyn, Wolodymyr A Nadia.
- Fedorak. Kateryna.
- Dziubas. Mychajlo; Obaranec, Eugene A Lesia; Osadca. Myron A
Bohdanna.
20.00 - Halajdida. Maria; Jaskir, Josyf A Marta; Kanicki, Ewstachij A
Stephania; Kardasz. Mykola A Maria; Macyk, Danylo; Panas. lwan A
Helmina.
10.00 - Halajdida, Andrij A Julia; Hluszok. Hryhoryj A Eudokia; Zahirnyj.
George.
5.00 - Weremijenko Sofia.
2.00 - Haftkowycz. Jaroslaw
УКРАЇНСЬКА

КАТОЛИЦЬКА

ЦЕРКВА CB

НИКОЛАЯ

ST. NICHOLAS UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
MILLVILLE. N.J.
MEMORIALS
300.00 - Antonicjuk. Stephania; Halij. Dr. lwan A Maria; Kujdych. Dr. lvan
A Nona; Kynik, Jaroslav A Lydia; Lanko, Mary, Michael R. A Donald
and Nuskey Mary; Mueller. Petro A Anna; Romanik. Peter A vera;
Romanik. Stephen A Helen.
LESSER DONATlONS
30.00 - Cichanowsky, Peter A Maria.
25.00 - Lapczuk. Mr. A Mrs. Wasyl.

MEMORIALS
Sl,500.00 - Kernytsky, Bohdan A Stephania.
1.000.00 - Bartkiw, Jaroslaw A Orysia; Cenko. Dr. Mykola A Wolodymyra;
Dziuban. Michael A Mary; Fuczko, Dmitri A Paraska; Hocynec,
Theodore A Magdalena; Kohutiak. Dr. vsevolod A Lidia: Kontrad.
lhor, Sonia and Children; Ostash Family; Paskowsky, John A Ksenia;
Pyrtko, lvan A Anastasia.
500.00 - Anonymous.
400.00 - Kaczniwskyj, Jaroslaw A lrena.
300.00 - Chuma, Dr. Wolodymyr A. A lrena M.; Komanecky. Maria; Markiw.
Lonhyn A Kateryna; Mirchuk, Petro A Anisia; Mysko, Z. A B.;
Mychalewsky, Emilia; Nowakiwsky, Sydir A Eugenia; Pastuszak,
Bohdan A lrena.
LESSER DONATlONS
S200.00 - Yaworsky. Stefan A Rose.
100.00
Holowinsky. Fr. Mitrat Basil A Maria; Koniak, Joseph A Mary Ann;
Korzenowski, Marian A lrena; Kwiatkowsky, Thoma A lrena;
Petrowycz. Joseph; Plachta. Roman A Maria; Sereda Bazyli; Wisner,
Walter A Anna.
50.00 - Lopatynskyj, Andrij A Konstantyna; Maziar, Makryna; Pryszlak.
Mykola A Rosalia; Ruzylowych, Mykola A Eudokia.
45.00 - Konrad, Stefan A Karolyna.
30.00 - Hornyckyj. Adrian A Sophia.
25.00 - Belej, Myroslawa; Bereznycky. lrena; Besoushko. Wolodymyr A
Anhelyna; Brykowycz, Teodozia and Wolodymyra; Cybok. Michael A
Mary; Kaplystyj. Makar A Anna; Olearchyk. Dr. Andrij A Dr. Renata
M Sharan; Maszlanka. Marko A Anna
24.00 - Tatonchuk. M.
20.00 - Bohachevsky. Omelan A Olha; Chromiak. Michael A Maria;
Fedoriw. Dr. Petro A lwanna; Jakymowycz. Zenowij; Matijkiw.
Kateryna; Penkalskyj, Jaroslaw A lwanna; Petryka. Dmytro; Prokopo–
vych. Myroslava; Ruschak. Dmytro A Maria; Rymarczuk. Mykola A
Eva; Zborowsky. Michael.
(Continued on page 11)
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15.00 - Chapko, lwan A Warwara; Bobbie, Wesley A Olga; Matkowsky.
Michael; Olchowecky. Paul A Marie. .
13.00 - Pawluk, Olha.
10.00 - Andreychyk, Eugene A Olha: Baran, Mychajlo A Maria; Chromiak,
Wasyl A Maria; Dymickyj, Dr. Michael A Olha; Huk, Aleksy; Kolinko,
Wasyl A Oksana; Kravchcnko, Zahar A Franciska; Kunciw, lwan A
І w. anna: Lukasewycz, Stefan A Olha; Lysyj. Roman; Maksymowych. Dr.
Roman A Anna; Markiw. lwan; Muzyka, Adam A Eugenia: Olijnyk.
Hryhorij A Anna; Osidach. Wolodymyr A lwanna; Perfecky. Bohdan A
Natalia: Porytko. lwan A Oksana: Stebly, Roman A Justyna; Siuma.
Mvchajlo A Anna; Wasylenko, Mychajlo A Helena.
5 00
Abram. Stephen A Maria; Beluch. Joseph A Mary; Ferkuniak,
Mychajlo A Maria; Flunt, Roman A Halyna; Holinej. Mykola A
Justyna; Kohut. lwan A Theodosia; Kowalyk. Dmytro A Ewhenia;
Kozak, Mychajlo A Daria; Kuzma, Stefan; Locunish. Nadia; Mat–
czyszyn, Osyp; Pecsi, Helen; Sadowy Walter; Sr. Mr. A Mrs.; Szaran,
Franciszka; Anonymous.
4.00
Got. Sophia Opdyko. Linda.
3.00
Gulij, Mykola A Katyryna; Jarosh, Roman A lrena; Kontuly.
Michael.
2.00
Chaykowsky, S.; Churylo Julie; Shawaryn. Anna; Stefanyshyn
Bohdan; Anonymous; Anonymous.
1.00 - Ulanitsky. l.ydia; 4 Anonymous.
УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ЦЕРКВА БЛАГОВІЩЕННЯ
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10.00 - Barylka, Emil A Maria; Besaha. Mykola; Bojaciuk. George; Buday,
Helen; Darmohray, Wasyl A Paulina; Kolodij, Wolodymyr A Ludmyla;
Kurtasz. Jaroslaw A Ella; Palko, Alexandra; Poyda. Michael A Natalia;
Prokopchuk, Stcphan; Puniak Mykola; Tereszcuk, Alex A Maria;''
Trycieckyj, Teodosyj A Wasylyna; Zin, William A irene.
5.00 - Melish, Dmytro A Tatiana; Michalecka. Michael; Mykytiw, Tymko
A Emilia; Siwiecky, Mykola A Paraskevia.
2.00 - Artymko. Harry.
У К Р А Ї Н С Ь К А К А Т О Л И Ц Ь К А Ц Е Р К В А CB. ІВАНА Х Р Е С Т И Т Е Л Я
ST. J O H N T H E B A P T 1 S T U K R A 1 N 1 A N C A T H O L 1 C C H U R C H
SYRACUSE. NY.
MEMORIALS

51.500.00 - Pinkasewicz, Michael E. A Rose Mary.
1.000.00 - Guzelak. Andrij A Ksenia; Honczaruk, Deny A Marcelina; Krull,
Dmytro; Lutz, Anna; Melnick, Walter; Michaels. Frank, Mary, and
Jasiel Mary; Roche (Roczyj), Andrew, Rosalia, Stephen and Nadia;
Zobkiw, William A Anne.
300.00 - Bashucky, Petro A Sophia; Gudziak, Dr. Alexander A Jaroslawa;
Hayduke. Harry A.Kathy; Horbatyj, lwan A Anna; Husak. Teodozia A
Son John; Kozub, Peter A Helen; Petruschak, William A Margaret:
Robich, Paul; Sharan, Roman A Nadia; Shevchuk, Michael A irene;
Sopchak, Michael A Mary; Swift, Joseph G. A Mary; Woiofzyn, Andrew
A Anna; Woyciesjes, Michael A Dorothy; Zmur, Wasyl A Jaroslawa A
Stcphan.

ПР. Д. МАРІЇ
LESSER DONATlONS

A N N U N C I A T I O N O F В. V. M A R Y U K R A I N I A N C A T H O L I C C H U R C H
M E L R O S E P A R K , P H 1 L A D E L P H 1 A , PA.

100.00 - Chomko. Paul A Katherine; Gawur, Mykola A Eva; Hirniak, Andrij
A Maria; Jarema, Tcodor A Maria; Kany. Mary; Procanick, Pauline.
75.00 - Zaleski. Teklyna.
60.00 - Maslak, Michael A Anne.
50.00 - Andrusyszyn. Stephen A Esther; Rys, John A Anna.
30.00 - llczyszyn, Wolodymyr A Stefania.
25.00 - Kuspis, Walter A Barbara; Poroynaluk, William A Mary.
20.00 - Gerla. Katherine; Krus, Stefan A Olena; Mishak, Edward; Tyszko.
Ewhen A Stephania.
10.00 - Batruch, Peter A Mary; Bury, Catherine; Hapij, Maria M.; Hlechko,
Mr. A Mrs. Michael; Kianka. John A Theresa; Kicak, John A Frances;
Kornak, Pauline; Kuprowsky, Stefan A Anna; Pylypyszyn, Uliana;
Schmidt. Maria; Shewchuk, Katherine; Smolnycki, William A Eva;
Tatusko, Peter; Tokarek, Stephen and Tillie; Wojakowsky, Anna;
Woloszyn, lwan A Kaiyna; Yaney, Emil A Kathyrna.
6.00 - Batik. Peter A Catherine.
5.00 — Czebiniak, Mary; Daniels, Mary; Kaminski, Anthony A Julia;
Kudlick, Andrew; Lukaczyk, Olga; Washco. Mary.
2.00 - Dmytriw, Mary K.

MEMORIALS

5 1,000.

Harris. Anna Palczuk; Kociubajlo, Wasyl A Catherine; Maxin, John A
Julia; Naganda, Hryhorij A Maria; Odezynsky, Lydia; Uhorczak, Maria
and Lada Sophia.
400.00
Chermerys and Ostash Families.
350.00
Sazysky, Myron A irene.
300.00 - Andrijiszyn, Wolodymyr A Anna; Babij, Luka A Anna; Hortiz,
Joseph A Marlene; Kondrat, Peter A Maria; Kopanaiko, lwan A
Kateryna: Krill, Peter J ; Michalchyk, Joseph A vera S.; Rutecky.
Walter A Dorothy; Savicky, Eugene A Danuta; vayda, Natalia.
LESSER DONATlONS
25.00 - Nowozeniuk, Stefan: Szwed, Joseph A Barbara.
10.00
lwachiw. Maria; Romaniw, Wolodymyr A Zwenyslawa; Seniuch,
Dmytro; Tkachuk, Dmytro.
5.00
Homcl. Petro; Hud, Sophia; Wasylenko, William A Eugenia.
УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ЦЕРКВА CBB. ПЕТРА І ПАВЛА
Ss. PETER A PAUL UKRA1N1AN CATHOL1C CHURCH

У К Р А Ї Н С Ь К А К А Т О Л И Ц Ь К А Ц Е Р К В А CB. Д У Х А
HOLY G H O S T UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC C H U R C H

CHESTER, Pa.

B R I D G E P O R T , Pa.

MEMORIALS

MEMORIALS

S2.500.00
Luciw, Wolodymyr A Mary.
1,000.00
Fedorkiw, Alexander А Усга; iwanycky, Mychajlo A Anna:
Romanick, John, Helen A Children; Shemar, Ann В.; Shewchuk. John A
Kateryna; Pronchick, Drs. Eli A Lubow.
300.00 - Suzanne, Mary.
LESSER DONATlONS

51,500.00 - The Matyszczak Family.
1,000.00 - Halko, Michael A Ruth; Kreworuka, Nicholas; Lesyk, Wolodymyr A
Eufrosyna; Lypyn Rev. Fr. Petro, and Hawrylak, Harry A Mary;
Momot, John; Rudnycky, Stefania; Wollner, William A Margaret.
500.00 - Dyshewy, Stephen A Olga.
300.00 - Drulik, John A Rosemary; Kluka, Jaroslaw A Maria; Kuchta,
Michael A Olga; Nazarewych, lrena.

50.00

Burry, Michael; Dowhan, Walter A Wanda; Martyniuk. Zenny A
Mary.
30.00 - Todor. George A Mary P.
20.00 - Fink, Olga A Ralph; Rotay, Edward A Mary; Smoczylo, Dmytro A
Frances; Solar, Joseph; Wowk, Mary; Zolomij, John A Caroline.
10.00 - Berkezchuk, Stephen A Jean; Bukata, Josephine; Danko, John Jr. A
Olga; Kordek, Joe A vera; Kozacheson, Anthony A Frances; Krysko,
JohnjA Stella; Smoczylo, Mykola; Smulley, Andrew A Olga; Stelmack,
Mary; Strouse, John A Dorothy.
5.00 - Martinick. Peter A Barbara; Owsiana, Wolodymyr A Pelahia;
Pawlishyn. John A Agnes.
2.00 - Augustine, Frank.

LESSER DONATlONS
130.00 - Kupchick, Sr., Anna A Family.
100.00 - Matkowsky, James; Woznyj, Michael A Tamara.
50.00 - Kiziuk, Joseph.
40.00 - Panco, Nicholas A Catherine, and Panco, Jean M.
25.00 - Kiczula, Petro A Maria; Mykyta, Roman Z.; Strog, Michael A Sonia.
20.00 — Komanowsky. Julius A Mary; Nowak, Michael; Polansky, Eugene A
Ellen A.; Sarachman, Joseph A Anna; Zlupko, Oleksa.
10.00 - Mykyta, Stcphan A Anna; Yaworsky, Daniel A Julia.
5.00 - . Churchman, Paulo A Michaeline; Kuchera, Daniel A Sophia;
Polinchak, Harry; Sawycky. Julia; Sycz, Walter A Eugenia.

У К Р А Ї Н С Ь К А К А Т О Л И Ц Ь К А Ц Е Р К В А CB. Й О С А Ф А Т А
ST JOSAPHAT UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
F R A N K F O R D , P H 1 L A D E L P H 1 A , PA.

У К Р А Ї Н С Ь К А К А Т О Л И Ц Ь К А Ц Е Р К В А CB. М И Х А Ї Л А
ST MICHAEL'S UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
BALTIMORE, MD.

MEMORIALS

52,000.00 - Anonymous.
1,500.00 - Children of Tekla A Peter Gramiak.
1.000.00 - Maychuk, Michael A Catherine(Flic);Scheleva, William J.;Shaloka,
Paul A Anna; Anonymous.
500.00 - Charyna, Msgr. Myroslav A Maria; League of Ukrainian Catholics of
Frankford.
300.00 - Borowyk, William; Damjanovic, Pero, Barbara A Peter-Gregory;
Gramiak, Dmytro; Gret, Michael A Stefania; Hereshko, Metro A Helen;
Jurenc, lwan A Kateryna; Kit, Dmytro A Kateryna; Longo, John A
Pauline; Luzeckyj. Bohdan A Elaine; Pawlus, Mykola A Maria; Trush,
William A Angela.

MEMORIALS

52,500.00 - Kohut, Dr. Nicholas A lrena.
1,000.00 - Boyko, lwan A Anastasia; Wemyj. Wasyl A Anna.
400.00 - Polisczuk, Seman A Anna.
300.00 - Perun, Paraskevia-Petruschak; Pisetzky, Danylo A Olena; Shawala,
Ewhen A Emilia; Sidlak, Mychajlyna; Zarubaiko. Michael A Olga.
LESSER DONATlONS
100.00 - Korz, Wasyl A Olha; Peresada, Wolodymyr, Mychajlyna.
50.00 - Comishak, Michael; Hanas, Rev. Roman; Hanas, Alexander A.
Gaynel; Hanas, Walter; Kupczyk. Stefan A Sophia.
45.00 - Remsky, Michael A Maria.
25.00 - Fisanich, Pete; Jaremchuk, Stefan A Anna; Markowski, Lidia;
Monastyrskyj, Emilija A Omelan; Popowych, Theophil A Maria.
20.00 - Rad' Andrij; Stelmach, Ewhenia: Lewko, Anna.
10.00 - Humeniuk, Stepan A Kateryna; Kaczaniuk, Jurij A Anna;
Nowarinski, Theodore A Anna; Oleksiuk, Wasyl A Anastasia;
Popowych, Paraskevia; Rad', lwan; Senruta, Alexandra;Turyk, Mykola
A Frania; Wilczynski, Walter.
5.00 - Kotyk, Maria; Melnyk, Anna; Waclawiw, M. A 1.; Wernyj, Petro A
Maria.

LESSER DONATlONS
100.00 - Charyton, Wasyl A Eva; Pekar, Paul A Martha.
60.00 - Terleckyj, Walter A Olha, Daughter Stephania.
50.00 - Gadacz, Paraskevia; Bondarenko, Andrij A Anna; Hamaniuk. Junj
A Eugenia; Omelan, Anastazia.
35.00 - Maruschak, George A Ksenia.
25.00 - Baranctsky. Jaroslawa; Farena, Roman A Edith.
20.00 - lwaskiw, Jaroslaw A Olha; Kalitan, lwan A Kateryna; Kusen, Joseph
A Sophie; Makar, Michael A Palahia; Manko, Sofia; Ryskakzyk, Helen;
Sustak, Nick A Maria. '
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УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ЦЕРКВА CB. ПОКРОВИ
PATRONAGE OF ТНЕ В. v. MARY UKRA1N1AN CATHOL1C CHURCH
BRISTOL, Pa.

LESSER DONATIONS
100.00 - Didycz, Michael A Janina.
10.00 - Souchak, Harry A Elizabeth; Swensen, Albert A Anne.
УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ЦЕРКВА РІЗДВА МАТЕРІ БОЖОЇ
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH OF THE NATIVITY
OF THE B. v. MARY
ROXBOROUGH. PHILADELPHIA. Pa.
MEMORIALS
S 1.000.00 - The Syrnick Family.
300.00 - Dankiw, John A Anna; Lewyckyj, Olga; Morgan. Anna; Popowicz,
Michael A Mary; villan, Jyolanda.
LESSER DONATlONS
100.00 '-z Cwiek, Stephen A Anna; Sisterhood of St Anne.
У К Р А Ї Н С Ь К А К А Т О Л И Ц Ь К А Ц Е Р К В А CB. Н И К О Л А Я
ST. N I C H O L A S U K R A I N I A N C A T H O L I C C H U R C H
W I L M I N G T O N , Dei.
MEMORIALS

S2.000.00 - Lenio, Joseph A Maria, and Stecko, Petro A Anastasia.
1,000.00 - Kunyckyj, Dr. Theofan A iryna; Wozny, John A Olga; Anonymous;
Anonymous; Anonymous.
300.00 — Hrycak, Yaroslaw A Katcryna; Marushchak, Anthony A Julia.
LESSER DONATlONS
100.00 - Dziubak, Wasyl A Paulina; Leskiw, John A Sonia.
60.00 - Wojteczko. Anna.
50.00 - Baczynsky, Joseph; Dzwonchyk, Mary; Losten, Nick A Dolores.
25.00 - Bakomenko, Anna; Scrba, Peter A lrene.
20.00 - Dycio, Michael A Joanna.
10.00 - Balanczuk, John A Anna; Bilecki, Michael A Maria; Ginsiorsky,
Edward A Anna; Zaryckyj; Petro A Anna; Anonymous.
5.00 - Krawczuk, Katcryna; Lubun, Nicholas.
2.00 - Zatwarnytsky, George A lrene.
УКРАЇНСЬКА

КАТОЛИЦЬКА

ЦЕРКВА CB.

TOTALS OF MEMOR1ALS AND LESSER DONATlONS
OF м UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC PARISHES, AS OF JUNE ЗО.
ІіиааИМіиіit

MEMORIALS
Sl,000.00 - Lczniak, John A Stephania.
300.00 - Boruta, Charles A Catherine; Finch, Frank G. A Mary Jo.;
Tomaschtk, Joseph A Theresa.

nfParMiH

im
Totals

Washington, D.C. - Holy Family
1M t 60 t 246 S 577.242.50
9 ^
2 - 11
18.940.00
1. Richmond. Ya. - St. John the Baptist
24.069.00
2. Elizabeth. N J . - St. viadimir
32 ^ 183 - 215
6.757.00
3. Carteret. N.J. - Blessed virgin Mary
12 v 57 - 69
4. Perth Amboy. NJ. - Assumption of
B. v. Mary
21.528.00
29 t ill в 140
5. Newark. N.J. - St. John the Baptist
36.619.00
48 t 183 - 231
6.637.00
6. Passaic. N J. - St. Nicholas
9 t 40 49
7. Jersey City. N.J. - Ss. Peter and Paul 17 '
25.680.00
53 s 70
8. Bayoiinc. N.J. - Assumption of B. v.
6 t 25 s 31
Mary
-3.878.00
9. Hillside. NJ. - immaculate Conccp–
7
t
26
r
33
5.711.00
tion of B. v. Mary
10.236.00
10. Whippany. N.J. - St. John the Baptist 16 ^ 21 s
37
1 t 7r
8
1.130.00
11. Ramsey. NJ. - S t . Paul
19 - 37
18 4
11.917.00
12. Manvillc. N.J. - St. Michael
6 ' 17 s 23
5.015.00
13. Trenton. NJ. - St. Josaphat
8t
7 s
2.505.00
14. Milleville. N.J. - St. Nicholas
15
2f
6 8
740.00
15. Woodbine. NJ. - St. Nicholas
16. Philadelphia. Pa. - immaculate Con–
17 t 47 - 64
14.697.00
ception of B. v. Mary Cathedral
17. Philadelphia. Pa. - Annunciation of
18 t
9 - 27
9.855.00
B. v. Mary
21 ^ 91 s 112
16.926.00
18. Philadelphia. Pa. - Christ the King
8 ^ 24 9.217.00
19. Bridgeport. Pa. - Ss. Peter and Paul
32
19 t 36 ^
12.647.00
55
20. Philadelphia. Pa. - St. Josaphat
15.203.00
21. Syracuse. N.Y. - St. John the Baptist 24 t 42 66
10.840.00
13 ^ 20 ; 33
22. Chester. Pa. - Holy Ghost
9 ^ 29 38
7.190.00
23. Baltimore. Md. - St. Michael
4
t
3 2.020.00
7
24. Bristol. Pa. - Patronage of B. v. Mary
25. Philadelphia. Pa. - Nativity of B. v.
2 s
6 t
2.700.00
8
Mary
7 ^
17 : 24
7.142.00
26. Wilmington. Del. - St. Nicholas
4 t
8 2.740.00
12
27. Chesapeake. Md. - St. Basil
3 t
19 1.265.00
22
28. Curtis Bay. Md. - Ss. Peter and Paul
3 t
8.100.00
3
29. Toronto. Ontario - Holy Eucharist
0 374
t
1104 - 1480 S 301.904.00
TOTAL FROM 29 PAR1SHES
TOTAL FROM HOLY FAM1LY
PARISH WASHINGTON, D.C.

186 t

60 -

246 S 577.242.50
іїлчя -.
,Z

УКРАЇНСЬКА КАТОЛИЦЬКА ЦЕРКВА CBB. ПЕТРА І ПАВЛА
SS. PETER AND PAUL UKRA1N1AN CATHOL!C CHURCH
CURTIS BAY, BALTIMORE, MD.
MEMORIALS

ВАСИЛІЯ

ST. BASIL UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC CHURCH
CHESAPEAKE C1TY, Md.
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300.00 - Makar. Harry v. A Lee Ann; Malyk.GregoryA Maria; Stelmaschuk,
Michael A Walburga.

MEMORIALS
LESSER DONATlONS
Sl,OOO.OO - From the Family of Joan A. Kedziora, MD.; Anonymous.
300.00 - Maksyn Family. From the Children of Eugenia D. Chicosky.

- Yonko, Mr. A Mrs. Michael.
- Terpeluk. Myron A Mary.
- Losten, Anne A.; Losten John J.
- Luzetsky, John A Stella.
Blendy Barbara; Dixon, Herbert А Магу E.; Kcsilitchak, Bill A
Mildred.

200.00 - Baran Emilia.
25.00 - Hilscher, Margaret.
20.00 - Rozatewycz, Teodor A Maria; Swystun, Petro A Anna.
10.00 - Blaszkiw, Anna A Wolodymyr; Choma, Mychajlo A Maria;
Hudyma, Bohdan A Emilia; ihnat. Michael A Estclle; Wynaneka Anna;
Seredynska, Maria; Zaron, llko A Olha.
5.00 - Bakalik, Thomas A Agatha; Lasuk, Bohdan A Rose; Leptz, Elsie.
Mudryj, Petro A Halyna; venavage. Jeannette.
2.00 - Cykieta Emma; Anonymous.
1.00 - Martin, George.

in case of any error in these reports please notify the Holy Family Parish
Office in Washington immediately: 4817 Blagden Ave. N.W.. Washington, D.C.
20011. Telephone N umber (202) 882-8351.
At your request we will send you our Commemorative Book about our Shrine,
our Memorial Campaign Brochure and the List of Memorials available.
in sending us your Memorial contributions and donations we kindly ask you
to print clearly on the envelopes the names of husband, wife and the parish you
belong to. This will help to keep our campaign records complete.
We are indeed thankful to you our Dear Benefactors for the tremendous
response you have expressed by choosing such generous Memorials and offering
donations towards the realization of our great plans for the celebration of 1000
years of Christianity among the Ukrainian people in 1988.
We are praying for each and everyone of you that the Holy Family - Jesus.
Mary and Joseph may abundantly reward all the sacrifices you make in this regard.

На случай якоїсь помилки просимо зараз повідомити Парафіяльний
Уряд Церкви Пресв. Родини у Вашінгтоні, Д.К.: 4817 Blagden Ave. N.W.,
Washington. D.C. 20011. Телефон: (202) 882-8351.
На Ваше прохання ми Вам вишлемо Пропам'ятну книжку про наш
Собор, рам'ятникову Брошуру відносно Кампанії та Листу Пам'ятників, з
якої можете вибрати Пам'ятник собі, чи поручити другим.
Посилаючи нам Пам'ятникові Пожертви і дари, ми просимо Вас, щоб Ви
друкували чітко на ковертці імена чоловіка, жінки, та парафії до якої
належите. Це допоможе нам у добрім провадженні Кампанії.
Ми справді вдячні Вам дорогі добродії за Ваш сердечний відгук, щедрі
Пам'ятники і пожертви для здійснення всіх наших замірів для відсвяткування
1000-річчя Християнства Українського Народу в 1988 р. Ми молимося за всіх
Вас і просимо, щоб Пресв. Родина-Ісус, Марія і Йоснф винагородили Вас
обильно за всі Ваші щедрі дари та жертви.
-v'

J

50.00
25.00
20.00
10.00
5.00

LESSER DONATlONS

Faithfully Yours in Christ

Остаємось з Християнським привітом!

Fr. Stephen J Shawel. C.SS.R.. Pastor
Fr Joseph Denischuk. C.SS.R.. Director
M ichael Waris. J r. Esq. Chairman of Memorial Campaign

о. Степан І. Шавель, ЧН1., парох
о. Йоснф Деннщук, ЧНІ., Директор Кампанії
Адв. Михайло Варис. Голова Кампанії
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Join the UNA family during our 85th year
д-а-а-в-в m i a-iv-a–
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Eleven days with valentyn Moroz
(Continued from page7)

І brought Mr. Moroz home about 11 p.m. After a
light snack and milk, Mr. Moroz answered a number
of telephone calls and went to sleep.
Wednesday, May 2, 1979
The happy beginning of this day did not foresha–
dow the happenings of the day. By the end of this day
mans questions were being raised.
We all rose at about 9 a.m. By that time Mr. Moroz
had performed his usual calisthenics. І drove my wife
to the l o n g island Rail Road station and came back
for Mr. Моціл We ate breakfast which had been
prepared by my wife. І was beginning to like oatmeal
loi the lust time in my life.
М и т breakfast. І drove Mr. Moroz to Mr.
Hi-yckowian's home where he met with Mrs. StelAo.
Mr. Masur was there.
Mrs Stetzko immediately took Mr. Moroz by the
hand and took him to a separate room. The door was
closed 1 sat and talked to Mr. Masur
Because of the pressure of time, 1 urged Mr. Masur
to interrupt Mrs. S t e l A o and inform her ol same. He
did and then he went into the.room with Mr. Moroz.
І indulged in insignificant chit chat with Mrs.
Stetzko.
On the way to the UNA offices for additional
interviews, both Mrs. Stetzko and Mr. Masurgot into
the back seat of my car. Mr. Moroz and 1 were in the
front seats. On the way. besides continuing polite
conversation, Mrs. Stetzko made a strange statement
to mc. She said, " 'Pane Holovo'," it has been reported
to us that during your visit to Los Angeles around
January 22, 1979. you made a statement that during
the Second World War the Banderivtsi were forcibly
delivering to the Nazis contingents of Ukrainians for
their work force."
Knowing that 1 had never entertained such thinking,
І said to her: "You have been given wrong information
from too hot an adherent. This particular topic was
never a subject of my discussion with anyone, nor a
thought in my mind." 1 kept my cool.
І wondered why Mrs. Stetzko had stated this in the
presence of Mr. Moroz. Mr. Moroz glanced at me for
my reaction to the above accusation. He got it.
Complete indignation.
it wasn't until a day laterthat it dawned on me. Mrs.
Stetzko was trying to discredit me, the President of the
Ukrainian National Associaton, the organization
under whose protection Mr. Moroz was at that time, if
she had been successful in intimidating me by her
statement then it was very likely that 1 would have
granted her next request.
Mrs. Stetzko then let the hammer drop. " 'Pane
Holovo,' " she said, "Mr. Moroz has requested that
Mr. So-and-So become his personal full-time secre–
tary and that Mr. So-and-So be with him at all times
from morning to night, so that he can record and tran–
scribe for Mr. Moroz each day's proceedings."
І looked^at Mr. Moroz. He would not look at me
directly. He c o n t i n u e d looking straight ahead.
Evidently these subjects had been discussed with him
behind closed doors. He showed no surprise nordid he
offer a comment.
" 'Pani Slavo'," 1 said, "Mr. So-and-So's presence
on UNA premises would not be regarded as desirable.
І could not possibly permit it.
"if Mr. Moroz needs a full-time secretary," І
continued, "we could offer him one of our editors,
especially Zcnon Snylyk, who can more than fulfill
Mr. Moroz.'s needs for a secretary and an articulate
and non-political advisor."
Mr. Moroz. didn't say a word.
We let Mrs. Stetzko and Mr. Masur out of the car
and continued to the UNA Headquarters.

M O V I N G TO

!'holii h) Komu Sorhun-ll;lfl'rwwv

valentyn Moroz is introduced to Herbert Rickman (second right), special assistant to N.Y. Mayor Kd Koch.
prior to his tour of City Hall. Standing left and right are Dr. John O. Mis. Supreme President of the UNA.
and Dr. George Wolvnetz. vice president of the New York l'CCA branch.
in the days that f o l l o w e d , 1 managed to put "Mr. Moroz wants me to be his full-time secretary and
everything into place.
І am ready to start."
By the end of Wednesday, Mr. Moroz had heard
"Well, l've been with Mr. Moroz every minute of his
from those negatively disposed toward the UNA. And waking hours and 1 have not heard him say that." І
Mr. Moroz implied this by his questions to me in the said. Mr. Potapenko then said, "Oh." and hung up the
car. and said later in his speeches that the UNA is telephone. (Mr. P o t a p e n k o was not the person
nothing more than a commercial American insurance mentioned by Mrs. Stetzko in the car.)
c o m p a n y , w h o s e g o v e r n i n g body, the Executive
it will not be long now, 1 thought. The drive to get
Committee and the Supreme Assembly, is composed "possession" of valentyn Moroz will onlv be intensifi–
of "amerykanski boisy," totally oblivfous to the needs ed.
of our Ukrainian national cause and negatively
During the day we were instructed by Mr. Moroz
disposed toward the Ukrainian revolutionary move– that all appointments had to be cleared by him. He was
ment. The seed of disbelief had been planted, in the furnished with a diary and he filled in all appointments
days that followed, Mr. Moroz was a little more approved by him. We tried to stress to him the
cautious in the questions he posed to me. He must have importance of some of the appointments, but the final
thought "is this a friend l'm riding with in the car?" it decisions were his.
was only during our rides in the car. in the morning
After we arrived home, we had dinner. My son John
and at night, that we had a chance to talk. He made had been collecting newspaper clippings from the time
confidential statements to me and 1 made confidential of Mr. Moroz.'s arrival to date. Botfi of them perused
statements to him about everything. They will the clippings. My son read the clippings to Mr. Moroz.
continue to remain confidential.
We all tried to translate. But Mr. Moroz surprised us
When we arrived at the UNA offices, reporters were with his knowledge of the English language. He said
waiting for interviews. Mr. Moroz was kept busy until that he had an English vocabulary of approximately
about 6 p.m.
3,000 words. Mr. Moroz then made a number of
At about 3 p.m. І received a telephone call from Mr. telephone calls and went to sleep.
Potapcnko who stated to me as follows: "Dr. Flis. РІІ
Next week: Events from Thursday morning until
be right over." І said, "it will be a pleasure to see you, Monday evening, when Mr. Мого: left the Ukrainian
but for what purpose are you coming over?" He said. National
Association.

FLORIDA?

C O N T A C T S O M E O N E Y O U C A N T R U S T , WHO W1LL GU1DE
Y O U T O ESTABL1SH Y O U R S E L F 1N A NEW E N v i R O M E N T

REAL ESTATE COUNSEL1NG
MARKETING a SALES
a

REStOENTlAL

a

COMMERC1AL

o

1NDUSTR1AL

a

RELOCATlON

GENE KOWCH
MEMBER

KEVES

co.

MILLION

lhzfGi^Co.

BROKER-ASSOCIATE
DOLLAR

SALES CLUB

PHONE (305) 891-1300

- 706 н. E. 123 ST.. N. MIAMI, FLA. ззіві

New Jersey to stage 1YC celebration
JERSEY C1TY, N.J. A
state
c o m m i t t e e is staging a New Jersey
international Year of the Child celebra–
tion on Sunday, August 5. from noon to
6 p.m.. at the Liberty State Park here
with the intention of promoting the
importance of the arts in the develop–
ment of the child and by inviting all
ethnic groups to demonstrate the
ethnic and cultural diversity of the state.
The event is being sponsored by the

Governor's State Committee on Chil–
dren. Youth and Family and by local
1YC organizations and Jersey City's
Cultural Arts Commission. According
to the invitation sent by Richard W.
Knight, state chairman of ІYC 1979. the
program will include music and dance
performances by young New Jersey
artists, mimes, etc. The ethnic groups of
New Jersey will have an opportunity to
display articles and literature reflecting
their cultural heritage.

FARLEY MONUMENTS

The Ukrainian state committee on
1YC. working under the auspices of the
State UCCA Coordinating Council and
headed by Dr. Stephanie Ник of South
Orange, calls on the UCCA branches
and all other organizations, especially
youth groups, to support this'event by
large-scale participation. The gathering
point will be at the Ukrainian display in
the park.

NOW SERVING"

T H E HOLY SP1R1T
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
CEMETERY
for information and Appointment
JOHN R. FARLEY
CAMPBELL HALL, NY. 10916
Telephone: (914) 294-5381

For additional information persons
should call (201) 763-5255 or 763-2605.
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UNA Supreme Executive Committee meets
(CoaltawdrnmpateO
As of June 30 the UNA had an active
membership of 65,819, which included
16,761 juveniles, 42,268 adults and
6,790 members holding ADD certifi–
cates. in the same six-month period,
UN A's active membership decreased by
810, while total membership decreased
by 588 members. Total membership
stood at 86,487 as of June 30 and
included 22.134 juveniles, 57,563 adults
and 6,790 with ADD certificates.
Gains made so far in 1979 have been
among the lowest, considering even that
in a post-convention year new member
enrollment is generally lower than in
pther years..
' Minutes of the 29th UNA. Conven–
tion have been completed by the convent ion 1 van Skoczylas and have been
: published in Svoboda. They were also
printed in book form and will be mailed
to all convention delegates and branch
secretaries.
Minutes of the annual Supreme
Assembly meeting, held last May, have
been completed by Mr. Skoczylas who
was engaged Tor this task. Earlier, he
had prepared a list of resolutions and
recommendations passed at this annual
meeting, after which they were prepared
for publication in Svoboda. A transla–
tions and recommendations was also :
published in The Ukrainian Weekly.
The complete minutes are now being
prepared for publication in Svoboda.
Supreme Organizer's report
Pointing to the statistics cited by Mr.
Sochan, Mr. Orichowsky also explained that the membership drive in
the year following a UNA convention
always results in the lowest amount of ,
new members. The year 1979 is no
different, said Mr. Orichowsky.
The Supreme Organizer said that the
most profitable month for organizing
new members so far this year was
March with 244 new members, and the
least profitable was April with 159. Mr.
Orichowsky said that 120 applications
lor membership have been received in
July.
Mr. Orichowsky said that while the
number of new members is down, the
amount of insurance is up. He said that
the amount-of insurance in force this
year totalsyS3.470.000.
in Canada. 139 new members were
organized this year for a total of
5513.500 of insurance in force, reported
Mr. Orichowsky.
The Supreme Organizer said that the
membership drive in. Canada has im–
proved since the hiring of Theodosiy
Woloshyn as the field representative.
in the United States, continued Mr.
Orichowsky. the best organizing results
were achieved in Pennsylvania, which is
under the supervision of senior field
organizer Stefan Hawrysz. in the first
six months of this year. 399 new mem–
bers were organized in that state.
The Ohio-lllinois region, which is
supervised by Bohdan Deychakiwsky.
showed a gain of 248 new members so
far this year.
Mr. Orichowsky reported that 191
branches in the UNA network did not
organize at least one new member this
year and some of them have been
inactive for the past three years. Mr.
Orichowsky said that their responses to
the numerous letters from the Home
Office explained that there is no church,
no club or that the secretary is old. The
Supreme Organizer added that those
excuses do not solve the problem.
Mr. Orichowsky said that one of the
major projects of the Organizing De–
partment will be to reactivate the
dormant braricofcs ід acrcrj^datice with,

the resolutions of the Supreme At–
sembly,
The Supreme Organizer also spoke.
about program's commemorating the
85th anniversary of the UNA, the fall
organizer's course at Soyuzivka and
other planned programs aimed at im–
proving the membership drive in the
post-summer months.
Supreme vice Presidents' reports
Dr. Kuropas, Sen. Yuzyk and Mrs.
Dushnyck reported on their organizing
work, attendance at various,UNA and
community affairs and contacts with
branch secretaries and district chairmen.
: in addition. Sen. Yuzyk talked about
the preparations for the 14th annual
Canada's National Ukrainian Festival,
die UNA Canadian Office and the need
for a new organizing campaign which
would encompass all of the provinces.
Supreme President's report
Rounding out the series of reports.
Dr. Flis informed the supreme execu–

is

1

tive officers of the status of the UNA season at the UNA estate has gotten off
Building, the Svoboda Press, Soyuziv– to a good start, despite the gas shortage.
ka and of his representative obligations. Dr. Flis added that the shortage is not as
Dr. Flis that several banks and acute in the Catskill Mountains, as it b
government agencies are interested in in other parts of the country.
renting the available apace in the UNA
Building and that prospects are good
Miscellaneous
that the floors will soon be occupied.
Efficiency in the publishing depart–
After the adoption of the reports, the
ment, specifically in the editorial offices supreme executive officers approved
of Svoboda, is improving, said Dr. Flis, the following:
0
adding that this year the two UNA
Mr. Sochan's proposal to raise the
publications will not close for a two- organizer's award to Si3 for every
week vacation.
j!
Si,000 of insurance in force per new
Dr. Flis reported on his; visits to member beginning January 1, 1979,
Harvard and the Ukrainian Summer which was already approved by the four
courses sponsored by the Harvard full time executive officers;
Ukrainian Research institute. The
' D r . Kuropas's proposal to publish
Supreme President also stated that he 500 copies of a revised edition of Mr.
was appointed to Harvard's visiting Dragan bilingual book titled "The
Committee, which is the highest-rank– Ukrainian National Association."
ing community advisory board to the
' To have Dr. Kuropas and Sen.
university. Dr. Flis represents the Yuzyk prepare a book about the role of
Ukrainian community on the commit– Ukrainians in the political lives of the
tee.
United States and Canada.
The tennis camp and the two youth
' To resolve the matter of publishing
camps have concluded at Soyuzivka, a historical atlas of Ukraine.
said Dr. Flis, and that the three-week
After of discussion on each recom–
cultural courses have gotten under way mendation and other pertinent matters.
on July 22 He said that the summer Dr. Flis adjourned the meeting.
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vins details...
(Continued from pagt 2)

intention to emigrate public. The Ukrai–'
nian Helsinki group has been active on
behalf of these two cases for more than
two years. Recently the families finally
managed to get invitations from the
United States, but the authorities have
not given them any response.
in general, the group receives many
requests for help in emigration matters.
The Zalevsky family, who are Bap–
tists. received permission and even got
foreign passports to emigrate to their
relatives in the United States in April
1979. in May, their passports were
confiscated. The Zalevsky family was
told that their departure could result in
-

BreelctnMigh in Slavic Roots —
AWunovo inscription Has
Been Deciphered!
R e t : The Book of vies.

11-5BJ2

v i E S - K N Y H A readers send stamped, self addressed envelope with
15t US postage to:
VLESSIANA BOX 422
O U B L I N , O H I O 43017
PS Publication of these new findings will
be made next year in technical literature.
Sorry - information for non-readers
cannot be guaranteed at this time.

a mass movement among believers to
appeal to the authorities for permission
to emigrate. Therefore, permission to
emigrate was rescinded.
Although Leonid varvan, a physicist
and invalid, has received an invitation
from relatives, he cannot emigrate to
lsrael because his mother-in-law will
not give his wife permission to leave.
According to Soviet emigration regu!a–
tions, the visa authorities cannot accept
emigration documents from someone
lacking parental permission to emi–
grate, so the varvans face an insur–
mountable procedural obstacle.
viadimir Kislik, who has an ad–
vanced degree in physical and mathe–
matical sciences, has been trying to
emigrate to lsrael since 1974. His wife
and child have already been in lsrael
four years. Kislik, active in both the
Jewish emigration and human rights
movements, is constantly subjected to
searches, interrogations and blackmail.
in 1976, Nina Strokata, a member of
the Ukrainian Helsinki group, submit–
ted emigration documents. Her hus–
band, Sviatoslav Karavansky, an active
participant in the Ukrainian movement,
has altogether spent 35 years as a
political prisoner. He is due for release

There's no place like Soyuzivka

SOYUZIVKA
The Ukrainian
National
Association
RESORT

in September of this year. Strokata and
Karavansky would like to emigrate as
quickly as possible - if only so that
Karavansky does not get yet another
prison term.
lvan Kandyba. a member of the
Ukrainian Helsinki group, has spent 15
years in the camps. Released in 1976, he
still must live under administrative
surveillance by the local police. Kan–
dyba has been trying to emigrate since
the beginning of 1977. As a member of
the group, he lives under the threat of a
lengthy new term of imprisonment.
І would like to mention some people
who have been unsuccessful in their
long-term efforts to emigrate from the
Soviet Union: Mykola Horbal; Olha
Heyko, wife of an arrested member of
the Ukrainian Helsinki group; The
Baptist family, Foloshuk; Maria Sup–
runovich, a Baptist whose children the
authorities had taken away because she
had given them a religious upbringing:
Yevhen Ravob, a Kiev journalist; and
vadim Smohytel, a Ukrainian musi–
cian, who was sentenced in 1978 to three
years in the camps on trumped-up
charges essentially because he wanted to
emigrate. І could add many other names
here.
From this list alone, one can see that
the problem of emigration from the
Soviet Union cannot be narrowed down
to the issue of reunification of families
nor is it limited to Jews. Emigration
from Ukraine has profound social,
political and economic causes.

HELP WANTED
WANTED

in t h e Catskill Mountains,
пляг Kerhonkson, N.Y.

On the other hand, the Jackson–
vanik Amendment, as well as the
Helsinki Final Act and the lnterna–
tional Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights, do not limit themselves to
Jewish emigration. These documents
discuss freedom of emigration for all the
citizens of a country. The Soviet autho–
rities are attempting to impose (on their
Helsinki partners, as on their own
citizens) their own narrow interpreta–
tion of this right. They would reduce the
problem to one of family reunification
and would further restrict it on the basis
of ethnic origin.
The right to choose one's country of
residence is a fundamental human right.
The extent to which this right is ob–
served in a given country is an accurate
measure of the overall status of human
rights there. All Soviet citizens, not just
those who wish to leave the country,
have a stake in the observance of this
right, for the overall quality of life in a
country hinges on genuine freedom of
emigration.
Thank you for your attention.

REAL ESTATE
3 BEDROOM HOUSE

SECRETARY-CLERK
FOR LAW 0FF1CE

EACH FRtDAY, a DANCE to the tunes of the "SOYUZlYKA" orchestra
Accordion, ALEC CHUDOLU. vocalist - OKSANA TROMSA

The recent increase in the numers of
people permitted to emigrate to lsrael is
only a tactical ploy by the Soviet
government to obtain repeal of the
Jackson-Уапік Amendment. .Furthermore, there is no true freedom of
emigration even for the Jews. This can
be seen in the cases of Leonid varvan,
viadimir Kislik and many other Jew–
ish "refuseniks" to whom the Soviet
authorities continue to deny exit visas.

A-l condition on 2xk acres of land,
selling by owner, Kerhonkson area.
For information call:

KNOWLEDGE OF TYP1NG STENO.
SPEAK UKRAINIAN.
SALARY NEGOTlABlE.

(914) 626-0622 weekends
(212) 423-0639 during the

Call: (212) 254-2260

Asking t 41,000

SATURDAY, JULY 2 8 , 8 : 3 0 p . m .
LALA HEYMUR - soprano soloist
D0Z1A SYG1DA - accompaniment

SOYUZIVKA ENSEMBLE
Master of ceremonies -

ANYA DYDYK

1 0 : 0 0 p . m . - D A N C E , "Soyuzivka" orchestra
vocalists - OKSANA TROMSA and M. SHKYARKO
SUNDAY, JULY 2 9 -

RECENTLY PUBUSHED!
LE0N1D PLYUSHCH

Art exhibit. 1RYNA H0M0T1UK-Z1ELYK

HISTORY'S
CARNIVAL

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4 , 8 : 3 0 p . m .
MARTA K0K0LSKA - soloist, soprano New York City Opera,
accompaniment Prof. 1H0R SONEvYCKY
1 0 : 0 0 p . m . - D A N C E "TEMPO" orchestra

A DISSIDENTS AUTOBIOGRAPHY

S U N D A Y , A U G U S T 5 - A r t exhibit MYKHAYL0 M0R0Z.
EDITED AND TRANSLATED

The large air conditioned Dance Hall "veselka"

BY M A R C O C A R Y N N Y K

Tel.: ( 9 1 4 ) 6 2 6 - 5 6 4 1
a

S1495

T h e management of "Soyuzivka" guarantees for T H E WEEKLY GUESTS
enough GASOL1NE for their trip home.

" Here is an exceptionally able and attractive personality whose open dissent over a decade involved
him in the affairs of homan rights activists. Ukrainian patriots. Jewish emigrants and Crimean Tatars Here is
the same man punished by four years of capbvity. first in tails, then in the toils of the KGB's corrupt
psychiatry

And here is the heroic resistance of his wife and friends -

campaign that eventually springs him from a Dnipropetrovske prison -

the sine qua non for the Western
and soon afterward from the Soviet

Union...
"Mr Ptyustich tells this whole remarkable story with striking but not false modesty He constantly
digresses to expound his views on a multitude of related topics: cybernetics, psychology, psychiatry, politics.
history, sociology,
concern -

anthropology, nationalism, language, literature, ethics and -

perhaps te ultimate

philosophy. Sometimes his thoughts are conventional, or tantalize one by not being developed.

More often they are highly intelligent and stimulating -

as when he discusses the Soviet elite's trend toward

making itself hereditary or the need for the democratic movement to widen its platform

"

PETER REDDAWAY.
The New York Times Book Review.
May 20. 1979
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